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Abstract
The automatic extraction of information from unstructured sources has
opened up new avenues for querying, organizing, and analyzing data
by drawing upon the clean semantics of structured databases and the
abundance of unstructured data. The field of information extraction
has its genesis in the natural language processing community where the
primary impetus came from competitions centered around the recognition of named entities like people names and organization from news
articles. As society became more data oriented with easy online access
to both structured and unstructured data, new applications of structure extraction came around. Now, there is interest in converting our
personal desktops to structured databases, the knowledge in scientific publications to structured records, and harnessing the Internet for
structured fact finding queries. Consequently, there are many diﬀerent
communities of researchers bringing in techniques from machine learning, databases, information retrieval, and computational linguistics for
various aspects of the information extraction problem.
This review is a survey of information extraction research of over
two decades from these diverse communities. We create a taxonomy
of the field along various dimensions derived from the nature of the

extraction task, the techniques used for extraction, the variety of input
resources exploited, and the type of output produced. We elaborate on
rule-based and statistical methods for entity and relationship extraction. In each case we highlight the diﬀerent kinds of models for capturing the diversity of clues driving the recognition process and the
algorithms for training and eﬃciently deploying the models. We survey
techniques for optimizing the various steps in an information extraction
pipeline, adapting to dynamic data, integrating with existing entities
and handling uncertainty in the extraction process.

1
Introduction

Information Extraction refers to the automatic extraction of structured information such as entities, relationships between entities, and
attributes describing entities from unstructured sources. This enables
much richer forms of queries on the abundant unstructured sources
than possible with keyword searches alone. When structured and
unstructured data co-exist, information extraction makes it possible
to integrate the two types of sources and pose queries spanning them.
The extraction of structure from noisy, unstructured sources is a
challenging task, that has engaged a veritable community of researchers
for over two decades now. With roots in the Natural Language Processing (NLP) community, the topic of structure extraction now engages
many diﬀerent communities spanning machine learning, information
retrieval, database, web, and document analysis. Early extraction tasks
were concentrated around the identification of named entities, like
people and company names and relationship among them from natural language text. The scope of this research was strongly influenced by two competitions, the Message Understanding Conference
(MUC) [57, 100, 198] and Automatic Content Extraction (ACE) [1, 159]
program. The advent of the Internet considerably increased the extent
and diversity of applications depending on various forms of information
263
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extraction. Applications such as comparison shopping, and other
automatic portal creation applications, lead to a frenzy of research
and commercial activity on the topic. As society became more data
oriented with easy online access to both structured and unstructured
data, new applications of structure extraction came around.
To address the needs of these diverse applications, the techniques
of structure extraction have evolved considerably over the last
two decades. Early systems were rule-based with manually coded
rules [10, 127, 181]. As manual coding of rules became tedious,
algorithms for automatically learning rules from examples were
developed [7, 43, 60, 195]. As extraction systems were targeted on
more noisy unstructured sources, rules were found to be too brittle.
Then came the age of statistical learning, where in parallel two kinds
of techniques were deployed: generative models based on Hidden
Markov Models [3, 20, 25, 189] and conditional models based on
maximum entropy [26, 118, 135, 143, 177]. Both were superseded
by global conditional models, popularly called Conditional Random
Fields [125]. As the scope of extraction systems widened to require
a more holistic analysis of a document’s structure, techniques from
grammar construction [191, 213] were developed. In spite of this
journey of varied techniques, there is no clear winner. Rule-based
methods [72, 113, 141, 190] and statistical methods [32, 72, 146, 220]
continue to be used in parallel depending on the nature of the extraction task. There also exist hybrid models [42, 59, 70, 89, 140, 173] that
attempt to reap the benefits of both statistical and rule-based methods.

1.1

Applications

Structure extraction is useful in a diverse set of applications. We list a
representative subset of these, categorized along whether the applications are enterprise, personal, scientific, or Web-oriented.
1.1.1

Enterprise Applications

News Tracking: A classical application of information extraction,
which has spurred a lot of the early research in the NLP community, is automatically tracking specific event types from news sources.
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The popular MUC [57, 100, 198] and ACE [1] competitions are based
on the extraction of structured entities like people and company
names, and relations such as “is-CEO-of” between them. Other popular tasks are: tracking disease outbreaks [99], and terrorist events
from news sources. Consequently there are several research publications [71, 98, 209] and many research prototypes [10, 73, 99, 181] that
target extraction of named entities and their relationship from news
articles. Two recent applications of information extraction on news
articles are: the automatic creation of multimedia news by integrating video and pictures of entities and events annotated in the news
articles,1 and hyperlinking news articles to background information on
people, locations, and companies.2
Customer Care: Any customer-oriented enterprise collects many
forms of unstructured data from customer interaction; for eﬀective
management these have to be closely integrated with the enterprise’s
own structured databases and business ontologies. This has given rise
to many interesting extraction problems such as the identification of
product names and product attributes from customer emails, linking of
customer emails to a specific transaction in a sales database [19, 44], the
extraction of merchant name and addresses from sales invoices [226],
the extraction of repair records from insurance claim forms [168],
the extraction of customer moods from phone conversation transcripts [112], and the extraction of product attribute value pairs from
textual product descriptions [97].
Data Cleaning: An essential step in all data warehouse cleaning processes is converting addresses that are stored as flat strings into their
structured forms such as road name, city, and state. Large customeroriented organizations like banks, telephone companies, and universities
store millions of addresses. In the original form, these addresses have
little explicit structure. Often for the same person, there are diﬀerent
address records stored in diﬀerent databases. During warehouse construction, it is necessary to put all these addresses in a standard canonical format where all the diﬀerent fields are identified and duplicates
1 http://spotlight.reuters.com/.
2 http://www.linkedfacts.com.
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removed. An address record broken into its structured fields not only
enables better querying, it also provides a more robust way of doing
deduplication and householding — a process that identifies all addresses
belonging to the same household [3, 8, 25, 187].
Classified Ads: Classified ads and other listings such as restaurant lists is another domain with implicit structure that when
exposed can be invaluable for querying. Many researchers have specifically targeted such record-oriented data in their extraction research
[150, 156, 157, 195].
1.1.2

Personal Information Management

Personal information management (PIM) systems seek to organize personal data like documents, emails, projects and people in a structured
inter-linked format [41, 46, 74]. The success of such systems will depend
on being able to automatically extract structure from existing predominantly file-based unstructured sources. Thus, for example we should
be able to automatically extract from a PowerPoint file, the author
of a talk and link the person to the presenter of a talk announced
in an email. Emails, in particular, have served as testbeds for many
extraction tasks such as locating mentions of people names and phone
numbers [113, 152], and inferring request types in service centers [63].
1.1.3

Scientific Applications

The recent rise of the field of bio-informatics has broadened the scope
of earlier extractions from named entities, to biological objects such as
proteins and genes. A central problem is extracting from paper repositories such as Pubmed, protein names, and their interaction [22, 32, 166].
Since the form of entities like Gene and Protein names is very diﬀerent
from classical named entities like people and companies, this task has
helped to broaden the techniques used for extraction.
1.1.4

Web Oriented Applications

Citation Databases: Many citation databases on the web have been
created through elaborate structure extraction steps from sources
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ranging from conference web sites to individual home pages. Popular
amongst these are Citeseer [126], Google Scholar3 and Cora [144]. The
creation of such databases requires structure extraction at many diﬀerent levels starting from navigating web sites for locating pages containing publication records, extracting individual publication records from
a HTML page, extracting title, authors, and references from paper
PDFs, and segmenting citation strings into individual authors, title,
venue, and year fields. The resulting structured database provides significant value added in terms of allowing forward references, and aggregate statistics such as author-level citation counts.
Opinion Databases: There are innumerable web sites storing unmoderated opinions about a range of topics, including products, books,
movies, people, and music. Many of the opinions are in free text form
hidden behind Blogs, newsgroup posts, review sites, and so on. The
value of these reviews can be greatly enhanced if organized along structured fields. For example, for products it might be useful to find out for
each feature of the product, the prevalent polarity of opinion [131, 167].
See [160] for a recent survey.
Community Websites: Another example of the creation of structured databases from web documents is community web sites such as
DBLife [78] and Rexa4 that tracks information about researchers, conferences, talks, projects, and events relevant to a specific community.
The creation of such structured databases requires many extraction
steps: locating talk announcements from department pages, extracting
names of speakers and titles from them [189], extracting structured
records about a conference from a website [111], and so on.
Comparison Shopping: There is much interest in creating comparison
shopping web sites that automatically crawl merchant web sites to
find products and their prices which can then be used for comparison
shopping [87]. As web technologies evolved, most large merchant web
sites started getting hidden behind forms and scripting languages. Consequently, the focus has shifted to crawling and extracting information
3 http://www.scholar.google.com.
4 http://rexa.info.
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from form-based web sites [104]. The extraction of information from
form-based web sites is an active research area not covered in this
survey.
Ad Placement on Webpages: Suppose a web site wants to place advertisements of a product next to the text that both mentions the product and expresses a positive opinion about it. Both of these subtasks:
extracting mentions of products and the type of opinion expressed on
the product are examples of information extraction tasks that can facilitate the burgeoning Internet ad placement industry [29].
Structured Web Searches: Finally, a grand challenge problem for information extraction is allowing structured search queries involving entities and their relationships on the World Wide Web. Keyword searches
are adequate for getting information about entities, which are typically nouns or noun phrases. They fail on queries that are looking
for relationships between entities [45]. For example, if one wants to
retrieve documents containing text of the form “Company X acquired
Company Y”, then keywords alone are extremely inadequate. The only
obvious keyword is “acquired”, and one has to work hard to introduce
related words like “Corp” etc. to get the required documents. Research
prototypes for answering such kinds of queries are only starting to
appear [39, 196, 197].

1.2

Organization of the Survey

Given the broad scope of the topic, the diversity of communities
involved and the long history, compiling an exhaustive survey on structure extraction is a daunting task. Fortunately, there are many short
surveys on information extraction from diﬀerent communities that can
be used to supplement what is missed here [71, 98, 104, 139, 142, 153,
154, 178, 209, 212].
We provide a taxonomy of the field by categorizing along diﬀerent
dimensions and alongside scope out what is covered in this survey.
We layout the field of information extraction along the following five
dimensions.
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(1) The type of structure extracted (entities, relationships, lists,
tables, attributes, etc.).
(2) The type of unstructured source (short strings or documents,
templatized or open-ended).
(3) The type of input resources available for extraction (structured databases, labeled unstructured data, linguistic tags,
etc.).
(4) The method used for extraction (rule-based or statistical,
manually coded or trained from examples).
(5) The output of extraction (annotated unstructured text, or a
database).
These are discussed in Sections 1.3 through 1.7.

1.3

Types of Structure Extracted

We categorize the type of structure extracted from an unstructured
source into four types: entities, relationships between entities, adjectives describing entities, and higher-order structures such as tables and
lists.
1.3.1

Entities

Entities are typically noun phrases and comprise of one to a few tokens
in the unstructured text. The most popular form of entities is named
entities like names of persons, locations, and companies as popularized in the MUC [57, 100], ACE [1, 159], and CoNLL [206] competitions. Named entity recognition was first introduced in the sixth
MUC [100] and consisted of three subtasks: proper names and acronyms
of persons, locations, and organizations (ENAMEX), absolute temporal terms (TIMEX) and monetary and other numeric expressions
(NUMEX). Now the term entities is expanded to also include generics like disease names, protein names, paper titles, and journal names.
The ACE competition for entity relationship extraction from natural
language text lists more than 100 diﬀerent entity types.
Figures 1.1 and 1.2 present examples of entity extractions: Figure 1.1 shows the classical IE task of extracting person, organization,
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Fig. 1.1 Traditionally named entity and relationship extraction from plain text (in this case
a news article). The extracted entities are bold-faced with the entity type surrounding it.

Fig. 1.2 Text segmentation as an example of entity extraction from address records.

and location entities from news articles; Figure 1.2 shows an example
where entity extraction can be treated as a problem of segmenting a
text record into structured entities. In this case an address string is
segmented so as to identify six structured entities. More examples of
segmentation of addresses coming from diverse geographical locations
appear in Table 1.1.
We cover techniques for entity extraction in Sections 2 and 3.
1.3.2

Relationships

Relationships are defined over two or more entities related in a predefined way. Examples are “is employee of” relationship between a
person and an organization, “is acquired by” relationship between pairs
of companies, “location of outbreak” relationship between a disease
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Table 1.1 Sample addresses from diﬀerent countries. The first line shows the unformatted
address and the second line shows the address broken into its elements.
#
0

1

2

3

Address text [Segmented address]
M. J. Muller, 71, route de Longwy L-4750 PETANGE
[recipient: M. J. Muller] [House#: 71]
[Street: route de Longwy] [Zip: L-4750] [city:PETANGE]
Viale Europa, 22 00144-ROMA RM
[Street: Viale Europa] [House#: 22] [City: ROMA]
[Province: RM] [Zip: 00144-]
7D-Brijdham Bangur Nagar Goregaon (W) Bombay 400 090
[House#: 7D-] [Building: Brijdham]
[Colony: Bangur Nagar] [Area: Goregaon (W)]
[City: Bombay] [Zip: 400 090]
18100 New Hamshire Ave. Silver Spring, MD 20861
[House#: 18100], [Street: New Hamshire Ave.],
[City: Silver Spring,], [State: MD], [Zip: 20861]

and a location, and “is price of” relationship between a product name
and a currency amount on a web-page. Figure 1.1 shows instances of
the extraction of two relationships from a news article. The extraction of relationships diﬀers from the extraction of entities in one significant way. Whereas entities refer to a sequence of words in the
source and can be expressed as annotations on the source, relationships are not annotations on a subset of words. Instead they express
the associations between two separate text snippets representing the
entities.
The extraction of multi-way relationships is often referred to as
record extraction. A popular subtype of record extraction is event
extraction. For example, for an event such as a disease outbreak we
extract a multi-way relationship involving the “disease name”, “location of the outbreak”, “number of people aﬀected”, “number of people
killed”, and “date of outbreak.” Some record extraction tasks are trivial
because the unstructured string implies a fixed set of relationships. For
example, for addresses, the relation “is located in” is implied between
an extracted street name and city name.
In Section 4, we cover techniques for relationship extraction concentrating mostly on binary relationships.
Another form of multi-way relationship popular in the natural
language community is Semantic Role Labeling [124], where given a
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predicate in a sentence, the goal is to identify various semantic arguments of the predicate. For example, given a predicate accept in the
sentence “He accepted the manuscript from his dying father with trembling hands” the extraction task is to find the role-sets of the predicate
consisting of the “acceptor”, “thing accepted”, and “accepted-from”.
We will not cover semantic role labeling in this survey, and refer the
reader to [124] to know more about this topic.
1.3.3

Adjectives Describing Entities

In many applications we need to associate a given entity with the value
of an adjective describing the entity. The value of this adjective typically needs to be derived by combining soft clues spread over many
diﬀerent words around the entity. For example, given an entity type,
say restaurants, or music bands, we need to extract parts of a Blog
or web-page that presents a critique of entities of such type. Then, we
would like to infer if the critique is positive or negative. This is also
called opinion extraction and is now a topic of active research interest
in many diﬀerent communities. We will not cover this topic in this
survey but instead refer the reader to [160] for a current and exhaustive
survey.
1.3.4

Structures such as Lists, Tables, and Ontologies

The scope of extraction systems has now expanded to include the
extraction of not such atomic entities and flat records but also richer
structures such as tables, lists, and trees from various types of documents. For example, [109, 134, 164] addresses the identification of tables
from documents, [62, 85, 156] considers the extraction of elements of
a list, and [130] considers the extraction of ontologies. We will not be
able to cover this topic in the survey to contain its scope and volume.
On the topic of table extraction there is an extensive research literature spanning many diﬀerent communities, including the document
analysis [84, 109, 134, 222], information retrieval [164], web [62, 96],
database [36, 165], and machine learning [164, 216] communities. A survey can be found in [84].

1.4 Types of Unstructured Sources

1.4
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Types of Unstructured Sources

We classify the type of unstructured source along two dimensions: the
basic unit of granularity on which an extractor is run, and the heterogeneity in style and format across unstructured documents.
1.4.1

Granularity of Extraction

Record or Sentences: The most popular form of extraction is from
small text snippets that are either unstructured records like addresses,
citations and classified ads [3, 25, 151, 163, 195] or sentences extracted
from a natural language paragraph [1, 26, 57, 100, 159, 206]. In the case
of unstructured records, the data can be treated as a set of structured
fields concatenated together, possibly with a limited reordering of the
fields. Thus, each word is a part of such structured field and during
extraction we just need to segment the text at the entity boundaries.
In contrast, in sentences there are many words that do not form part
of any entity of interest.
Paragraphs and Documents: Many other extraction tasks make it necessary to consider the context of multiple sentences or an entire document for meaningful extractions. Popular examples include extractions
of events from news articles [57, 100], extraction of part number and
problem description from emails in help centers, extraction of a structured resume from a word file, extraction of title, location and timing
of a talk from talk announcements [189] and the extraction of paper
headers and citations from a scientific publication [163].
The techniques proposed in this survey mostly assume the first kind
of source. Typically, for extracting information from longer units the
main challenge is designing eﬃcient techniques for filtering only the
relevant portion of a long document. Currently, this is handled through
hand-coded heuristics, so there is nothing specifically to cover in a
survey on the handling of longer units.
1.4.2

Heterogeneity of Unstructured Sources

An important concern that has a huge impact on the complexity
and accuracy of an extractor is how much homogeneity is there in
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the format and style of the unstructured documents. We categorize
them as:
Machine Generated Pages: On the easy end of the spectrum we
have highly templatized machine generated pages. A popular source
in this space is HTML documents dynamically generated via database
backed sites. The extractors for such documents are popularly known
as wrappers. These have been extensively studied in many communities [11, 184, 16, 17, 67, 103, 106, 123, 133, 149, 156], where the
main challenge is how to automatically figure out the layout of a
page with little or no human input by exploiting mostly the regularity of HTML tags present in the page. In this survey we will
not be able to do justice to the extensive literature on web wrapper
development.
Partially Structured Domain Specific Sources: The most studied setting for information extraction is where the input source is from within
a well-defined scope, say news articles [1, 57, 100, 159, 206], or classified ads [151, 195], or citations [25, 163], or resumes. In all these
examples, there is an informal style that is roughly followed so that it
is possible to develop a decent extraction model given enough labeled
data, but there is lot more variety from one input to another than in
machine generated pages. Most of the techniques in this survey are for
such input sources.
Open Ended Sources: Recently [14, 37, 86, 192], there is interest in
extracting instances of relationships and entities from open domains
such as the web where there is little that can be expected in terms of
homogeneity or consistency. In such situations, one important factor is
to exploit the redundancy of the extracted information across many different sources. We discuss extractions from such sources in the context
of relationship extraction in Section 4.2.

1.5

Input Resources for Extraction

The basic specification of an extraction task includes just the types
of structures to be extracted and the unstructured sources from which
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it should be extracted. In practice, there are several additional input
resources that are available to aid the extraction.
1.5.1

Structured Databases

Existing structured databases of known entities and relationships are
a valuable resource to improve extraction accuracy. Typically, there
are several such databases available during extraction. In many applications unstructured data needs to be integrated with structured
databases on an ongoing basis so that at the time of extraction a large
database is available. Consider the example of portals like DBLife, Citeseer, and Google Scholar. In addition to their own operational database
of extracted publications, they can also exploit external databases such
as the ACM digital library or DBLP. Other examples include the use
of a sales transactions database and product database for extracting
fields like customer id and product name in a customer email; the use
of a contact database to extract authoring information from files in a
personal information management system; the use of a postal database
to identify entities in address records.
1.5.2

Labeled Unstructured Text

Many extraction systems are seeded via labeled unstructured text. The
collection of labeled unstructured text requires tedious labeling eﬀort.
However, this eﬀort is not totally avoidable because even when an
extraction system is manually coded, a ground truth is necessary for
evaluating its accuracy. A labeled unstructured source is significantly
more valuable than a structured database because it provides contextual information about an entity and also because the form in which
an entity appears in the unstructured data is often a very noisy form
of its occurrence in the database.
We will discuss how labeled data is used for learning entity extraction models in Sections 2.3 and 3.4 and for relationship extraction in
Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, we show how to learn a model using only a
structured database and a large corpus of unlabeled corpus. We discuss
how structured databases are used in conjunction with labeled data in
Sections 2 and 3.
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1.5.3

Preprocessing Libraries for Unstructured Text

Many extraction systems crucially depend on preprocessing libraries
that enrich it with linguistic or layout information that serve as valuable
anchors for structure recognition.
Natural Language Text: Natural language documents are often analyzed by a deep pipeline of preprocessing libraries, including,
• Sentence analyzer and tokenizer that identifies the boundaries of sentences in a document and decomposes each sentence into tokens. Tokens are obtained by splitting a sentence
along a predefined set of delimiters like spaces, commas, and
dots. A token is typically a word or a digit, or a punctuation.
• Part of speech tagger that assigns to each word a grammatical category coming from a fixed set. The set of tags includes
the conventional part of speech such as noun, verb, adjective,
adverb, article, conjunct, and pronoun; but is often considerably more detailed to capture many subtypes of the basic
types. Examples of well-known tag sets are the Brown tag
set which has 179 total tags, and the Penn treebank tag set
that has 45 tags [137]. An example of POS tags attached to
a sentence appears below:
The/DT University/NNP of/IN Helsinki/NNP
hosts/VBZ ICML/NNP this/DT year/NN
• Parser that groups words in a sentence into prominent phrase
types such as noun phrases, prepositional phrases, and verb
phrases. A context free grammar is typically used to identify
the structure of a sentence in terms of its constituent phrase
types. The output of parsing is a parse tree that groups
words into syntactic phrases. An example of a parse tree
appears in Figure 4.1. Parse trees are useful in entity extraction because typically named entities are noun phrases. In
relationship extraction they are useful because they provide
valuable linkages between verbs and their arguments as we
will see in Section 4.1.
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• Dependency analyzer that identifies the words in a sentence
that form arguments of other words in the sentence. For
example, in the sentence “Apple is located in Cupertino”, the
word “Apple” and “Cupertino” are dependent on the word
“located”. In particular, they respectively form the subject
and object argument of the word “located”. The output of
a dependency analyzer is a graph where the nodes are the
words and the directed edges are used to connect a word to
words that depend on it. An example of a dependency graph
appears in Figure 4.2. The edges could be typed to indicate
the type of dependency, but even untyped edges are useful
for relationship extraction as we will see in Section 4.
Many of the above preprocessing steps are expensive. The shift is
now for selective preprocessing of only parts of the text. Many shallow extractions are possible without subjecting a sentence to the full
preprocessing pipeline. Also, some of these preprocessing steps, example parsing, are often erroneous. The extraction system needs to be
robust to errors in the preprocessing steps to avoid cascading of errors.
This problem is particularly severe on ill-formed sentences of the kind
found in emails and speech transcripts.
GATE [72] and UIMA [91] are two examples of frameworks that
provide support for such preprocessing pipelines. Many NLP libraries
are also freely available for download such as IBM’s Languageware,5
libraries from the Stanford NLP group,6 and several others listed under
the OpenNLP eﬀort.7
Formatted Text: For formatted text such as a pdf document and a
web-page, there is often a need for understanding the overall structure
and layout of the source before entity extraction. Two popular preprocessing steps on formatted documents are, extracting items in a list-like
environment and creating hierarchies of rectangular regions comprising
logical units of content. Much work exists in this area in the document
5 http://www.alphaworks.ibm.com/tech/lrw.
6 http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/.
7 http://opennlp.sourceforge.net/.
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analysis community [139] and elsewhere [40, 85, 157, 191]. We will not
discuss these in this survey.

1.6

Methods of Extraction

We categorize the method used for information extraction along two
dimensions: hand-coded or learning-based and rule-based or statistical.
1.6.1

Hand-coded or Learning-based

A hand-coded system requires human experts to define rules or regular
expressions or program snippets for performing the extraction. That
person needs to be a domain expert and a programmer, and possess
descent linguistic understanding to be able to develop robust extraction rules. In contrast, learning-based systems require manually labeled
unstructured examples to train machine learning models of extraction.
Even in the learning-based systems, domain expertise is needed in identifying and labeling examples that will be representative of the actual
deployment setting. It is also necessary to possess an understanding of
machine learning to be able to choose between various model alternatives and also to define features that will be robust on unseen data.
The nature of the extraction task and the amount of noise in the
unstructured data should be used to decide between a hand-coded and a
learning-based system. An interesting commentary that quantitatively
and qualitatively compares the two sides can be found in [127].
1.6.2

Rule-based or Statistical

Rule-based extraction methods are driven by hard predicates, whereas
statistical methods make decisions based on a weighted sum of predicate firings. Rule-based methods are easier to interpret and develop,
whereas statistical methods are more robust to noise in the unstructured data. Therefore, rule-based systems are more useful in closed
domains where human involvement is both essential and available. In
open-ended domains like fact extraction from speech transcripts, or
opinion extraction from Blogs, the soft logic of statistical methods is
more appropriate. We will present both rule-based techniques for entity
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extraction in Section 2 and statistical techniques for entity and relationship extraction in Sections 3 and 4, respectively.

1.7

Output of Extraction Systems

There are two primary modes in which an extraction system is
deployed. First, where the goal is to identify all mentions of the structured information in the unstructured text. Second, where the goal is
to populate a database of structured entities. In this case, the end user
does not care about the unstructured text after the structured entities
are extracted from it. The core extraction techniques remain the same
irrespective of the form of the output. Therefore, in the rest of the survey we will assume the first form of output. Only for a few types of
open ended extractions where redundancy is used to improve the reliability of extractions stored in a database is the distinction important.
We briefly cover this scenario in Sections 4.2 and 5.4.3.

1.8

Challenges

Large scale deployments of information extraction models raises many
challenges of accuracy, performance, maintainability, and usability that
we elaborate on next.
1.8.1

Accuracy

The foremost challenge facing the research community, in spite of more
than two decades of research in the field, is designing models that
achieve high accuracy of extraction. We list some of the factors that
contribute to the diﬃculty of achieving high accuracy in extraction
tasks.
Diversity of Clues: The inherent complexity of the recognition task
makes it crucial to combine evidence from a diverse set of clues, each of
which could individually be very weak. Even the simplest and the most
well-explored of tasks, Named Entity recognition, depends on a myriad
set of clues including orthographic property of the words, their part
of speech, similarity with an existing database of entities, presence of
specific signature words and so on. Optimally combining these diﬀerent
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modalities of clues presents a nontrivial modeling challenge. This is
evidenced by the huge research literature for this task alone over the
past two decades. We will encounter many of these in the next three
sections of the survey. However, the problem is far from solved for all
the diﬀerent types of extraction tasks that we mentioned in Section 1.3.
Diﬃculty of Detecting Missed Extractions: The accuracy of extraction
comprises of two components: precision, that measures the percent of
extracted entries that are correct, and recall, that measures the percent
of actual entities that were extracted correctly. In many cases, precision
is high because it is easy to manually detect mistakes in extractions
and then tune the models until those mistakes disappear. The bigger
challenge is achieving high recall, because without extensive labeled
data it is not even possible to detect what was missed in the large mass
of unstructured information.
Increased Complexity of the Structures Extracted : New tasks requiring
the extraction of increasingly complex kinds of entities keep getting
defined. Of the recent additions, it is not entirely clear how to extract
longer entities such as the parts within running text of a Blog where
a restaurant is mentioned and critiqued. One of the challenges in such
tasks is that the boundary of the entity is not clearly defined.
1.8.2

Running Time

Real-life deployment of extraction techniques in the context of an operational system raises many practical performance challenges. These
arise at many diﬀerent levels. First, we need mechanisms to eﬃciently
filter the right subset of documents that are likely to contain the structured information of interest. Second, we need to find means of eﬃciently zooming into the (typically small) portion of the document that
contains the relevant information. Finally, we need to worry about the
many expensive processing steps that the selected portion might need to
go through. For example, while existing database of structured entries
are invaluable for information extraction, they also raise performance
challenges. The order in which we search for parts of a compound entity
or relationship can have a big influence on running time. These and
other performance issues are discussed in Section 5.1.
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Other Systems Issues

Dynamically Changing Sources: Extraction models take time and
eﬀort to build and tune to specific unstructured sources. When these
sources change, a challenge to any system that operates continuously
on that source is detecting the change and adapting the model automatically to the change. We elaborate on this topic in Section 5.2.
Data Integration: Although in this survey we will concentrate primarily on information extraction, extraction goes hand in hand with
the integration of the extracted information with pre-existing datasets
and with information already extracted. Many researchers have also
attempted to jointly solve the extraction and integration problem with
the hope that it will provide higher accuracy than performing each of
these steps directly. We elaborate further in Section 5.3.
Extraction Errors: It is impossible to guarantee perfect extraction
accuracy in real-life deployment settings even with the latest extraction tools. The problem is more severe when the sources are extremely
heterogeneous, making it impossible to hand tune any extraction tool
to perfection. One method of surmounting the problem of extraction
errors is to require that each extracted entity be attached with confidence scores that correlate with the probability that the extracted entities are correct. Normally, even this is a hard goal to achieve. Another
challenging issue is how to represent such results in a database that
captures the imprecision of extraction, while being easy to store and
query. In Section 5.4, we review techniques for managing errors that
arise in the extraction process.

Section Layout
The rest of the survey is organized as follows. In Section 2, we cover
rule-based techniques for entity extraction. In Section 3, we present
an overview of statistical methods for entity extraction. In Section 4,
we cover statistical and rule-based techniques for relationship extraction. In Section 5, we discuss work on handling various performance
and systems issues associated with creating an operational extraction
system.

2
Entity Extraction: Rule-based Methods

Many real-life extraction tasks can be conveniently handled through a
collection of rules, which are either hand-coded or learnt from examples.
Early information extraction systems were all rule-based [10, 72, 141,
181] and they continue to be researched and engineered [60, 113, 154,
190, 209] to meet the challenges of real world extraction systems. Rules
are particularly useful when the task is controlled and well-behaved like
the extraction of phone numbers and zip codes from emails, or when
creating wrappers for machine generated web-pages. Also, rule-based
systems are faster and more easily amenable to optimizations [179, 190].
A typical rule-based system consists of two parts: a collection of
rules, and a set of policies to control the firings of multiple rules. In
Section 2.1, we present the basic form of rules and in Section 2.2, we
present rule-consolidation policies. Rules are either manually coded, or
learnt from example labeled sources. In Section 2.3, we will present
algorithms for learning rules.

2.1

Form and Representation of Rules

Rule-based systems have a long history of usage and many diﬀerent rule representation formats have evolved over the years. These
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include the Common Pattern Specification Language (CSPL) [10]
and its derivatives like JAPE [72], pattern items and lists as in
Rapier [43], regular expressions as in WHISK [195], SQL expressions
as in Avatar [113, 179], and Datalog expressions as in DBLife [190]. We
describe rules in a generic manner that captures the core functionality
of most of these languages.
A basic rule is of the form: “Contextual Pattern → Action”. A
Contextual Pattern consists of one or more labeled patterns capturing
various properties of one or more entities and the context in which
they appear in the text. A labeled pattern consists of a pattern that is
roughly a regular expression defined over features of tokens in the text
and an optional label. The features can be just about any property of
the token or the context or the document in which the token appears.
We list examples of typical features in Section 2.1.1. The optional label
is used to refer to the matching tokens in the rule action.
The action part of the rule is used to denote various kinds of
tagging actions: assigning an entity label to a sequence of tokens,
inserting the start or the end of an entity tag at a position, or assigning
multiple entity tags. We elaborate on these in Sections 2.1.2, 2.1.3,
and 2.1.4, respectively.
Most rule-based systems are cascaded; rules are applied in multiple
phases where each phase associates an input document with an annotation that serves as input features to the next phase. For example, an
extractor for contact addresses of people is created out of two phases of
rule annotators: the first phase labels tokens with entity labels like people names, geographic locations like road names, city names, and email
addresses. The second phase locates address blocks with the output of
the first phase as additional features.
2.1.1

Features of Tokens

A token in a sentence is typically associated with a bag of features
obtained via one or more of the following criteria:
• The string representing the token.
• Orthography type of the token that can take values of the
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form capitalized word, smallcase word, mixed case word,
number, special symbol, space, punctuation, and so on.
• The Part of speech of the token.
• The list of dictionaries in which the token appears. Often
this can be further refined to indicate if the token matches
the start, end, or middle word of a dictionary. For example, a
token like “New” that matches the first word of a dictionary
of city names will be associated with a feature, “DictionaryLookup = start of city.”
• Annotations attached by earlier processing steps.
2.1.2

Rules to Identify a Single Entity

Rules for recognizing a single full entity consists of three types of
patterns:
• An optional pattern capturing the context before the start
of an entity.
• A pattern matching the tokens in the entity.
• An optional pattern for capturing the context after the end
of the entity.
An example of a pattern for identifying person names of the form
“Dr. Yair Weiss” consisting of a title token as listed in a dictionary
of titles (containing entries like: “Prof”, “Dr”, “Mr”), a dot, and two
capitalized words is
({DictionaryLookup = Titles} {String = “.”} {Orthography type =
capitalized word}{2}) → Person Names.
Each condition within the curly braces is a condition on a token
followed with an optional number indicating the repetition count of
tokens.
An example of a rule for marking all numbers following words “by”
and “in” as the Year entity is
({String=“by”|String=“in”}) ({Orthography type = Number }):y →
Year=:y.
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There are two patterns in this rule: the first one for capturing the
context of the occurrence of the Year entity and the second one for
capturing the properties of tokens forming the “Year” field.
Another example for finding company names of the form “The XYZ
Corp.” or “ABC Ltd.” is given by
({String=“The”}? {Orthography type = All capitalized}
{Orthography type = Capitalized word, DictionaryType =
Company end}) → Company name.
The first term allows the “The” to be optional, the second term matches
all capitalized abbreviations, and the last term matches all capitalized
words that form the last word of any entry in a dictionary of company
names. In Figure 2.1, we give a subset of the more than dozen rules
for identifying company names in GATE, a popular entity recognition
system [72].
2.1.3

Rules to Mark Entity Boundaries

For some entity types, in particular long entities like book titles, it is
more eﬃcient to define separate rules to mark the start and end of
an entity boundary. These are fired independently and all tokens in
between two start and end markers are called as the entity. Viewed
another way, each rule essentially leads to the insertion of a single
SGML tag in the text where the tag can be either a begin tag or an
end tag. Separate consolidation policies are designed to handle inconsistencies like two begin entity markers before an end entity marker.
An example of a rule to insert a ⟨journal⟩ tag to mark the start of a
journal name in a citation record is
({String=“to”}
{String=“appear”}
{String=“in”}):jstart
({Orthography type = Capitalized word}{2-5}) → insert ⟨journal⟩
after:jstart.
Many successful rule-based extraction systems are based on
such rules, including (LP)2 [60], STALKER [156], Rapier [43], and
WEIN [121, 123].
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Fig. 2.1 A subset of rules for identifying company names paraphrased from the Named
Entity recognizer in Gate.

2.1.4

Rules for Multiple Entities

Some rules take the form of regular expressions with multiple slots, each
representing a diﬀerent entity so that this rule results in the recognition of multiple entities simultaneously. These rules are more useful for
record oriented data. For example, the WHISK [195] rule-based system
has been targeted for extraction from structured records such as medical records, equipment maintenance logs, and classified ads. This rule
rephrased from [195] extracts two entities, the number of bedrooms and
rent, from an apartment rental ad.
({Orthography type = Digit}):Bedrooms ({String =“BR”}) ({}*)
({String =“$”}) ({Orthography type = Number}):Price → Number
of Bedrooms = :Bedroom, Rent =: Price

2.2 Organizing Collection of Rules

2.1.5
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Alternative Forms of Rules

Many state-of-the-art rule-based systems allow arbitrary programs
written in procedural languages such as Java and C++ in place of
both the pattern and action part of the rule. For example, GATE [72]
supports Java programs in place of its custom rule scripting language
called JAPE in the action of a rule. This is a powerful capability because
it allows the action part of the rule to access the diﬀerent features that
were used in the pattern part of the rule and use those to insert new
fields for the annotated string. For example, the action part could lead
to the insertion of the standardized form of a string from a dictionary.
These new fields could serve as additional features for a later rule in
the pipeline. Similarly, in the Prolog-based declarative formulations of
[190] any procedural code can be substituted as a pattern matcher for
any subset of entity types.

2.2

Organizing Collection of Rules

A typical rule-based system consists of a very large collection of rules,
and often for the same action multiple rules are used to cover diﬀerent kinds of inputs. Each firing of a rule identifies a span of text to be
called a particular entity or entity sub-type. It is possible that the spans
demarcated by diﬀerent rules overlap and lead to conflicting actions.
Thus, an important component of a rule engine is how to organize the
rules and control the order in which they are applied so as to eliminate conflicts, or resolve them when they arise. This component forms
one the most nonstandardized and custom-tuned part of a rule-based
system, often involving many heuristics and special case handling. We
present an overview of the common practices.

2.2.1

Unordered Rules with Custom Policies to
Resolve Conflicts

A popular strategy is to treat rules as an unordered collection of disjuncts. Each rule fires independently of the other. A conflict arises when
two diﬀerent overlapping text spans are covered by two diﬀerent rules.
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Special policies are coded to resolve such conflicts. Some examples of
such policies are
• Prefer rules that mark larger spans of text as an entity type.
For example in GATE [72] one strategy for resolving conflicts
is to favor the rule matching a longer span. In case of a tie,
a rule with a higher priority is selected.
• Merge the spans of text that overlap. This rule only applies
when the action part of the two rules is the same. If not,
some other policy is needed to resolve the conflict. This is
one of the strategies that a user can opt for in the IE system
described in [113, 179].
This laissez faire method of organizing rules is popular because it allows
a user more flexibility in defining rules without worrying too much
about overlap with existing rules.
2.2.2

Rules Arranged as an Ordered Set

Another popular strategy is to define a complete priority order on all
the rules and when a pair of rules conflict, arbitrate in favor of the
one with a higher priority [141]. In learning based systems such rule
priorities are fixed by some function of the precision and coverage of
the rule on the training data. A common practice is to order rules in
decreasing order of precision of the rule on the training data.
An advantage of defining a complete order over rules is that a later
rule can be defined on the actions of earlier rules. This is particularly
useful for fixing the error of unmatched tags in rules where actions
correspond to an insertion of either a start or an end tag of an entity
type. An example of two such rules, is shown below where the second
rule of lower priority inserts the ⟨/journal⟩ on the results of a earlier
rule for inserting a ⟨journal⟩ tag.
R1: ({String = “to”} {String = “appear”} {String = “in”} ):jstart
({Orthography type = Capitalized word}{2-5}) → insert ⟨journal⟩
after :jstart.
R2: {tag = ⟨journal⟩}({Orthography type = word}+):jend {String
= “vol”}→ insert ⟨/journal⟩ after :jend.
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(LP)2 is an example of a rule learning algorithm that follows this strategy. (LP)2 first uses high precision rules to independently recognize
either the start or the end boundary of an entity and then handles the
unmatched cases through rules defined on the inserted boundary and
other possibly low confidence features of tokens.
2.2.3

Rule Consolidation via Finite State Machines

Both of the above forms of rules can be equivalently expressed as a
deterministic finite state automata. But, the user at the time of defining
the rules is shielded from the details of forming the unified automata.
Sometimes, the user might want to exercise direct control by explicitly
defining the full automata to control the exact sequence of firings of
rules. Softmealy [106] is one such approach where each entity is represented as a node in an FST. The nodes are connected via directed
edges. Each edge is associated with a rule on the input tokens that
must be satisfied for the edge to be taken. Thus, every rule firing has
to correspond to a path in the FST and as long as there is a unique
path from the start to a sink state for each sequence of tokens, there
is no ambiguity about the order of rule firings. However, for increasing
recall Softmealy does allow multiple rules to apply at a node. It then
depends on a hand-coded set of policy decisions to arbitrate between
them.

2.3

Rule Learning Algorithms

We now address the question of how rules are formulated in the first
place. A typical entity extraction system depends on a large finely tuned
set of rules. Often these rules are manually coded by a domain expert.
However in many cases, rules can be learnt automatically from labeled
examples of entities in unstructured text. In this section, we discuss
algorithms commonly used for inducing rules from labeled examples.
We concentrate on learning an unordered disjunction of rules as in
Section 2.2.1. We are given several examples of unstructured documents
D = x1 , . . . , xN , where all occurrences of entities in the examples are
marked correctly. We call this the training set. Our goal is to learn a
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set of rules R1 , . . . , Rk such that the action part of each rule is one of
three action types described in Sections 2.1.2 through 2.1.4. The body
of each rule R will match a fraction S(R) of the data segments in the
N training documents. We call this fraction the coverage of R. Of all
segments R covers, the action specified by R will be correct only for a
subset S ′ (R) of them. The ratio of the sizes of S ′ (R) and S(R) is the
precision of the rule. In rule learning, our goal is to cover all segments
that contain an annotation by one or more rules and to ensure that
the precision of each rule is high. Ultimately, the set of rules have
to provide good recall and precision on new documents. Therefore, a
trivial solution that covers each entity in D by its own very specific
rule is useless even if this rule set has 100% coverage and precision.
To ensure generalizability, rule-learning algorithms attempt to define
the smallest set of rules that cover the maximum number of training
cases with high precision. However, finding such a size optimal rule set
is intractable. So, existing rule-learning algorithms follow a greedy hill
climbing strategy for learning one rule at a time under the following
general framework.
(1) Rset = set of rules, initially empty.
(2) While there exists an entity x ∈ D not covered by any rule
in Rset
(a) Form new rules around x.
(b) Add new rules to Rset.
(3) Post process rules to prune away redundant rules.
The main challenge in the above framework is in figuring out how
to create a new rule that has high overall coverage (and therefore generalizes), is nonredundant given rules already existing in Rset, and has
high precision. Several strategies and heuristics have been proposed for
this. They broadly fall under two classes: bottom-up [42, 43, 60], or,
top-down [170, 195]. In bottom-up a specific rule is generalized, and in
top-down a general rule is specialized as elaborated next. In practice,
the details of rule-learning algorithms are much more involved and we
will present only an outline of the main steps.
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Bottom-up Rule Formation

In Bottom-up rule learning the starting rule is a very specific rule covering just the specific instance. This rule has minimal coverage, but 100%
precision, and is guaranteed to be nonredundant because it is grown
from an instance that is not covered by the existing rule set. This rule is
gradually made more general so that the coverage increases with a possible loss of precision. There are many variants on the details of how
to explore the space of possible generalizations and how to trade-oﬀ
coverage with precision. We describe (LP)2 a successful rule-learning
algorithm specifically developed for learning entity extraction rules [60].
(LP)2 follows the rule format of Section 2.1.3 where rule actions correspond to an insertion of either a start or an end marker for each entity
type. Rules are learnt independently for each action. When inducing
rules for an action, examples that contain the action are positive examples; the rest are negative examples. For each tag type T , the following steps are repeatedly applied until there are no uncovered positive
examples:
(1) Creation of a seed rule from an uncovered instance.
(2) Generalizations of the seed rule.
(3) Removal of instances that are covered by the new rules.
Creation of Seed Rule: A seed rule is created from a positive instance
x not already covered by the existing rules. A seed rule is just the
snippet of w tokens to the left and right of T in x giving rise to a very
specific rule of the form: xi−w · · · xi−1 xi · · · xi+w → T , where T appears
in position i of x.
Consider the sentence in Figure 1.1 and let T =<PER> and w = 2.
An example seed rule that will lead to the insertion of T before position
i is
({String = “According”} {String = “to”}):pstart {String =
“Robert”} {String = “Callahan”} → insert ⟨PER⟩ at :pstart
An interesting variant for the creation of seed rules is used in
Rapier [42] another popular rule-learning algorithm. In Rapier a seed
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rule is created from a pair of instances instead of a single instance. This
ensures that each selected rule minimally has a coverage of two.
Generalizing Seed Rules: The seed rule is generalized by either dropping a token or replacing the token by a more general feature of the
token.
Here are some examples of generalizations of the seed rule above:
• ({String = “According”} {String = “to”}):pstart
{Orthography type = “Capitalized word”} {Orthography
type = “Capitalized word”} → insert ⟨PER⟩ after :pstart
• ({DictionaryLookup = Person}):pb ({DictionaryLookup =
Person}) → insert ⟨PER⟩ before :Pb
The first rule is a result of two generalizations, where the third and
fourth terms are replaced from their specific string forms to their
orthography type. The second rule generalizes by dropping the first two
terms and generalizing the last two terms by whether they appear in a
dictionary of people names. Clearly, the set of possible generalizations
is exponential in the number of tokens in the seed rule. Hence, heuristics
like greedily selecting the best single step of generalization is followed
to reduce the search space. Finally, there is a user-specified cap of k on
the maximum number of generalizations that are retained starting from
a single seed rule. Typically, the top-k rules are selected sequentially in
decreasing order of precision over the uncovered instances. But (LP)2
also allows a number of other selection strategies based on a combination of multiple measures of quality of rules, including its precision, its
overall coverage, and coverage of instances not covered by other rules.
2.3.2

Top-down Rule Formation

A well-known rule learning algorithm is FOIL (for First Order Induction Logic) [170] that has been extensively used in many applications
of inductive learning, and also in information extraction [7]. Another
top-down rule learning algorithm is WHISK [195]. (LP)2 also has a
more eﬃcient variant of its basic algorithm above that is top-down.
In a top-down algorithm, the starting rule covers all possible
instances, which means it has 100% coverage and poor precision. The
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starting rule is specialized in various ways to get a set of rules with high
precision. Each specialization step ensures coverage of the starting seed
instance. We describe the top-down rule specialization method in (LP)2
that follows an Apriori-style [6] search of the increasingly specialized
rules. Let R0 be the most specialized seed rule consisting of conditions
at 2w positions that is used in bottom-up learning as described in the
previous section. The top-down method starts from rules that generalize R0 at only one of the 2w positions. This set is specialized to get
a collection of rules such that the coverage of each rule is at least s, a
user provided threshold. An outline of the algorithm is given below:
(1) R1 = set of level 1 rules that impose a condition on exactly
one of the 2w positions and have coverage at least s.
(2) For level L = 2 to 2w
(a) RL = Rules formed by intersecting two rules from
RL−1 that agree on L − 2 conditions and diﬀer on
only one. This step is exactly like the join step in the
Apriori algorithm.
(b) Prune away rules from RL with coverage less than s.
The above process will result in a set of rules, each of which cover R0
and have coverage at least s. The set k of the most precise of these
rules are selected. A computational benefit of the above method is that
the coverage of a new rule can be easily computed by intersecting the
list of instances that each of the parent rule covers.
Interactive Methods for Rule Induction: In practice, a purely automated data-driven method for rule induction cannot be adequate due to
the limited availability of labeled data. The most successful rule-based
systems have to provide a hybrid of automated and manual methods.
First, the labeled data can be used to find a set of seed rules. Then, the
user interacts with the system to modify or tune the rules or to provide
more labeled examples. Often, this is a highly iterative process. An
important requirement for the success of such a system is fast support
for assessing the impact of a rule modification on the available labeled
and unlabeled data. See [116] for a description of one such system that
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deploys a customized inverted index on the documents to assess the
impact of each rule change.

Summary
In this section, we presented an overview of rule-based methods to
entity extraction. We showed how rule-based systems provide a convenient method of defining extraction patterns spanning over various
properties of the tokens and the context in which it resides. One key
advantage of a rule-based system is that it is easy for a human being
to interpret, develop, and augment the set of rules. One important
component of a rule-based method is the strategy followed to resolve
conflicts; many diﬀerent strategies have evolved over the years but one
of the most popular of these is ordering rules by priorities. Most systems allow the domain expert to choose a strategy from a set of several predefined strategies. Rules are typically hand-coded by a domain
expert but many systems also support automatic learning of rules from
examples. We presented two well-known algorithms for rule-learning.

Further Readings
Optimizing the Execution of a Rule-based Extractor : Most rule-based
systems are based on regular grammars that can be compiled as a
deterministic finite state automata (DFA) for the purposes of eﬃcient
processing. This implies that a single pass over the input document
can be used to find all possible rule firings. Each input token results in
a transition from one state to another based on properties applied on
the features attached to the token. However, there are many issues in
optimizing such executions further. Troussov et al. [207] show how to
exploit the diﬀerence in the relative popularity of the states of the DFA
to optimize a rule-execution engine. Another significant advancement
in rule execution engines is to apply techniques from relational database
query optimization to eﬃcient rule execution [179, 190]. We revisit this
topic in Section 5.1.
Untyped Entities: Typically, in entity extraction, the type of entities
come from a small closed class, that is known in advance. When one is
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trying to build a knowledge base from open sources, such as the web, it
may not be possible to define the set of entity types in advance. In such
cases it makes sense to first extract all plausible entities using generic
patterns for entity recognition and later figure out the type of the
entity [81, 193]. For example, Downey et al. [81] exploit capitalization
patterns of a text string and its repeated occurrences on the web to
find such untyped entities from webpages.

3
Entity Extraction: Statistical Methods

Statistical methods of entity extraction convert the extraction task
to a problem of designing a decomposition of the unstructured text
and then labeling various parts of the decomposition, either jointly or
independently.
The most common form of decomposition is into a sequence of
tokens obtained by splitting an unstructured text along a predefined
set of delimiters (like spaces, commas, and dots). In the labeling phase,
each token is then assigned an entity label or an entity subpart label
as elaborated in Section 3.1. Once the tokens are labeled, entities are
marked as consecutive tokens with the same entity label. We call these
token-level methods since they assign label to each token in a sequence
of tokens and discuss these in Section 3.1.
A second form of decomposition is into word chunks. A common
method of creating text chunks is via natural language parsing techniques [137] that identify noun chunks in a sentence. During labeling, instead of assigning labels to tokens, we assign labels to chunks.
This method is eﬀective for well-formed natural language sentences. It
fails when the unstructured source does not comprise of well formed
sentences, for example, addresses and classified ads. A more general
296
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method of handling multi-word entities is to treat extraction as a segmentation problem where each segment is an entity. We call these
segment-level methods and discuss them in Section 3.2.
Sometimes, decompositions based on tokens or segments, fail to
exploit the global structure in a source document. In such cases,
context-free grammars driven by production rules, are more eﬀective.
We discuss these in Section 3.3.
We discuss algorithms for training and deploying these models in
Sections 3.4 and 3.5, respectively.
We use the following notation in this section. We denote the given
unstructured input as x and its tokens as x1 · · · xn , where n is the number of tokens in string. The set of entity types we want to extract from
x is denoted as E.

3.1

Token-level Models

This is the most prevalent of statistical extraction methods on plain
text data. The unstructured text is treated as a sequence of tokens
and the extraction problem is to assign an entity label to each token.
Figure 3.1 shows two example sequences of eleven and nine words each.
We denote the sequence of tokens as x = x1 · · · xn . At the time of extraction each xi has to be classified into one of a set Y of labels. This gives
rise to a tag sequence y = y1 · · · yn .
The set of labels Y comprise of the set of entity types E and a special
label “other” for tokens that do not belong to any of the entity types.
For example, for segmenting an address record into its constituent

Fig. 3.1 Tokenization of two sentences into sequence of tokens.
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fields we use Y ={HouseNo, Street, City, State, Zip, Country, Other}.
Since entities typically comprise of multiple tokens, it is customary
to decompose each entity label as “Entity Begin”, “Entity End”, and
“Entity Continue.” This is popularly known as the BCEO (where
B=Begin C=Continue E=End O=Other) encoding. Another popular
encoding is BIO that decomposes an entity label into “Entity Begin”,
and “Entity Inside.” We will use Y to denote the union of all these distinct labels and m to denote the size of Y. For example, in the second
sentence the correct label for the nine tokens in the BCEO encoding is:
Author Begin, Author End, Other, Author Begin, Author End, Other,
Title Begin, Title Continue, Title End.
Token labeling can be thought of as a generalization of classification where instead of assigning a label to each token, we assign labels
to a sequence of tokens. Features form the basis of this classification
process. We present an overview of typical entity extraction features in
Section 3.1.1. We then present models for predicting the label sequence
given the features of a token sequence.
3.1.1

Features

A typical extraction task depends on a diverse set of clues capturing
various properties of the token and the context in which it lies. Each
of these can be thought of as a function f : (x, y, i) &→ R that takes as
argument the sequence x, the token position i, and the label y that
we propose to assign xi , and returns a real-value capturing properties
of the ith token and tokens in its neighborhood when it is assigned
label y. Typical features are fired for the ith token xi , for each token
in a window of w elements around xi , and for concatenation of words
in the window.
We list common families of token properties used in typical extraction tasks. We will soon see that the feature framework provides a
convenient mechanism for capturing a wide variety of clues that are
needed to recognize entities in noisy unstructured sources.
Word Features: The surface word itself is often a very strong clue
for the label it should be assigned. Two examples of token features at
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position 2 of the second sequence x in Figure 3.1 is
f1 (y, x, i) = [[xi equals “Fagin”]] · [[y = Author]]

f2 (y, x, i) = [[xi+1 equals “and”]] · [[y = Author]],
where [[P ]] = 1 when predicate P is true and 0 otherwise.
Orthographic Features: Many valuable features for entity extraction
are derived from various orthographic properties of the words, viz,
its capitalization pattern, the presence of special symbols and alphanumeric generalization of the characters in the token.
Two examples of orthographic features are
f3 (y, x, i) = [[xi matches INITIAL DOT]] · [[y = Author]]

f4 (y, x, i) = [[xi xi+1 matches INITIAL DOT CapsWord ]]
· [[y = Author]].

Feature f3 fires when a token xi is an initial followed by a dot, and
it is being labeled Author. For the second sentence in Figure 3.1 this
fires at position 1 and 4 and for the first at position 10. Feature f4 fires
when a token xi is labeled author and xi is a dotted initial and the
word following it is a capitalized word. This feature fires at the same
positions as f3 .
Dictionary Lookup Features: As mentioned in Section 1.5.1, there is
often a database of entities available at the time of extraction. Match
with words in a dictionary is a powerful clue for entity extraction. This
can be expressed in terms of features as follows:
f5 (y, x, i) = [[xi in Person dictionary]] · [[y = Author]]

f6 (y, x, i) = [[xi in City list]] · [[y = State]].
3.1.2

Models for Labeling Tokens

A number of diﬀerent models have been proposed for assigning labels
to the sequence of tokens in a sentence. An easy model is to independently assign the label yi of each token xi using features derived
from the token xi and its neighbors in x. Any existing classifier such
as a logistic classifier or a Support Vector Machine (SVM) can be used
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to classify each token to the entity type it belongs. However, in typical extraction tasks the labels of adjacent tokens are seldom independent of each other. In the example in Figure 3.1, it might be diﬃcult
to classify “last” as being a word from a book title. However, when
the word to the left and right of it is labeled a book title, it makes
sense to label “last” as a book title too. This has led to a number
of diﬀerent models for capturing the dependency between the labels
of adjacent words. The simplest of these is the ordered classification
method that assigns labels to words in a fixed left to right order where
the label of a word is allowed to depend on the label of the word to
its left [200, 79]. Other popular choices were Hidden Markov Models
(HMMs) [3, 20, 25, 171, 189] and Maximum entropy taggers [26, 177]
also called maximum entropy Markov models (MEMM) [143] and conditional Markov models (CMM) [118, 135]. The state-of-the-art method
for assigning labels to token sequences is Conditional Random Fields
(CRFs) [125]. CRFs provide a powerful and flexible mechanism for
exploiting arbitrary feature sets along with dependency in the labels of
neighboring words. Empirically, they have been found to be superior
to all the earlier proposed methods for sequence labeling. We elaborate
on CRFs next.
Conditional Random Fields: A Conditional Random Field (CRF)
models a single joint distribution Pr(y|x) over the predicted labels
y = y1 · · · yn of the tokens of x. The tractability of the joint distribution
is ensured by using a Markov random field [119] to express the conditional independencies that hold between elements yi of y. In typical
extraction tasks, a chain is adequate for capturing label dependencies.
This implies that the label yi of the ith token is directly influenced only
by the labels of tokens that are adjacent to it. In other words, once the
label yi−1 is fixed, label yi−2 has no influence on label yi .
The dependency between the labels of adjacent tokens is captured
by a scoring function ψ(yi−1 , yi , x, i) between nodes yi−1 and yi . This
score is defined in terms of weighted functions of features as follows:
!K

ψ(yi−1 , yi , x, i) = e

k=1 wk fk (yi ,x,i,yi−1 )

= ew·f (yi ,x,i,yi−1 ) .

(3.1)
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With these per-edge scores, the conditional distribution of a label
sequence y given a token x is given as
n

1 !
1 !ni=1 w·f (yi ,x,i,yi−1 )
e
ψ(yi−1 , yi , x, i) =
.
Z(x)
Z(x)
i=1
(3.2)
" w·f (x,y)
,
The term Z(x) is a normalizing constant and is equal to y e
"n
where f (x, y) = i=1 f (yi , x, i, yi−1 ) the sum of the feature vector over
all token positions of the sequence. Some subset of these features can
be simplified further to depend only on the current state and are independent of the previous state. We will refer these as state features
and denote these by f (yi , x, i) when we want to make the distinction
explicit. The term transition features refers to the remaining features
that are not independent of the previous label.
Given m labels and a sequence x of length n, there can be O(mn )
possible labeling of x. This exponential complexity is cut down to
O(nm2 ) by the famous dynamic programming-based Viterbi Algorithm
that is described in Section 3.5.1. The training algorithm is more
involved and we discuss these in Section 3.4.
Pr(y|x, w) =

3.2

Segment-level Models

In segment-level methods, the output is a sequence of segments, with
each segment defining an entity, rather than a sequence of labels as in
earlier token-level models. More formally, a segmentation s of an input
sequence of length n is a sequence of segments s1 · · · sp such that the
last segment ends at n, the first segment starts at 1, and segment sj+1
begins right after segment sj ends. Each segment sj consists of a start
position lj , an end position uj , and a label yj ∈ Y. In Figure 3.2, we
show an ideal segmentation of the second sentence in Figure 3.1. The
segmentation identifies three entities: two authors and one title.

Fig. 3.2 Segmentation of a sentence.
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In a segment-level model, features are defined over segments comprising of multiple tokens forming an entire entity string. This allows
for the use of more powerful features than token-level models because
features can now capture joint properties over all the tokens forming
part of an entity. Like in the case of sequence models, the label of a
segment depends on the label of the previous segment and the properties of the tokens comprising this segment. Thus a feature for segment
sj = (yj , lj , uj ) is of the form f (yj , yj−1 , x, lj , uj ).
We present examples of segment level features that cannot be
expressed in the earlier token-based models. Note that in a segmentlevel model, one would include token-level features in addition to the
segment-level features. For example, it is often useful to define tokenlevel features tied to the start and ending words of a segment.
3.2.1

Entity-level Features

Similarity to an Entity in the Database: Most entities consist of multiple tokens. In sequence models, it is not possible to define a feature that
measures the similarity of an entity to the entire entity in a database.
For example, if we have a database of company names, and a segment
of our input s matches one of the entries entirely, then this gives a
strong clue to mark the segment as a company name. In a sequence
model, we cannot enforce arbitrary segment of text to take the same
label. Thus, we can define a segment-level feature of the form:
f (yi , yi−1 , x, 3, 5) = [[x3 x4 x5 appears in a list of journals]]
· [[yi = journal]].
In general, since unstructured data is noisy instead of defining
boolean features that measure exact match, it is more useful to define
real-valued features that quantify the similarity between them [65]. For
example, the feature below captures the maximum TF-IDF similarity
between the text span x3 x4 x5 and an entry in a list of Journal names.
f (yi , yi−1 , x, 3, 5) =

max

J∈journals

TF-IDF-similarity(x3 x4 x5 , J)

· [[yi = journal]].
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Length of the Entity Segment: Another useful segment-level feature
is its length as this helps capture typical length distributions of the
entity. Thus, one can define features of the form that will be fired on
all segments of length five when they are labeled as title
f (yi , yi−1 , x, l, u) = [[u − l = 5]] · [[yi = title]].
3.2.2

Global Segmentation Models

As in sequence models, it is possible to define a probability distribution
over diﬀerent segmentation of an input x as follows:
Pr(s|x, W) =

1 w·f (x,s)
e
,
Z(x)

(3.3)

where w is a weight vector for feature vector f , f (x, s) =
"|s|
" w·f (x,s′ )
is the normalization
s′ e
j=1 f (yj , x, lj , uj , yj−1 ), and Z(x) =
term.
During inference, the goal is to find a segmentation s = s1 · · · sp of
the input sequence x = x1 · · · xn such that w·f (x, s) is maximized. It is
possible to find the best segmentation eﬃciently using dynamic programming as we show later in Section 3.5.2.

3.3

Grammar-based Models

Some entity extraction systems require a better interpretation of the
structure of the source, than is possible with segmentation models [202,
213]. For example, we expect author names in a single citation to be
formatted similarly; either all author first names are initialized, or all
of them are in full. Such a global structure cannot be exploited in any
of the earlier models that can only capture dependency in the labels of
adjacent words.
A grammar-based model uses a set of production rules, like in
context-free grammars of programming language, to express the global
structure of the entity. The productions are defined over terminals,
which in this case are tokens in the unstructured source, and nonterminals that include entity labels and other additional meta-labels
to capture the grouping amongst subset of labels. For example, to capture the style homogeneity amongst author names in a citation we can
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define a set of production rules which along with a scoring model that
we will define shortly will achieve the desired eﬀect.
R: S → AuthorsLF | AuthorsFL
R0: AuthorsLF → NameLF Separator AuthorsLF
R1: AuthorsFL → NameFL Separator AuthorsFL
R2: AuthorsFL → NameFL
R3: AuthorsLF → NameLF
R4: NameLF Separator → NameLF Punctuation
R5: NameFL Separator → NameFL Punctuation
R6: NameLF → LastName First Middle
R7: NameFL → First Middle LastName
The output of the extraction process is a parse tree. Unlike in programming languages, there can be many valid parses for a token sequence.
Each output tree is assigned a score that decomposes over the productions in the parse tree. Early methods of assigning scores were based
on a generative model where each nonterminal has a multinomial probability distribution over production rules where it is the head. More
recently, analogously to the shift from HMMs to discriminative learners
like CRFs, grammars are also scored discriminatively. Each production
of the form: R → R1 R2 is scored as follows:
s(R) = s(R1 ) + s(R2 ) + w·f (R, R1 , R2 , x, l1 , r1 , r2 ),

(3.4)

where (l1 , r1 ) and (r1 + 1, r2 ) are the text spans in x that R1 and R2
cover, respectively. The score of a node depends on the production used
at the node and the text spans that its children R1 and R2 cover. It does
not depend on the subtree underneath R1 and R2 . In the base case we
have terminal nodes whose score calculated as w·f (R, x, l, r) indicates
the score of assigning label R to the tokens between l and r. We show
an example to illustrate the scoring of a grammar-based model such as
the above. Consider a string “Peter Haas, George John” of five tokens.
One of the many possible parses of the string is
R0→ R4 R3
R4→ R6 x3
R3 → R6
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R6→ x1 x2
R6→ x4 x5
The total score of this tree w·f (R0, R4, R3, x, 1, 3, 5) + w·f (R4, R6,
Punctuation, x, 1, 2, 3) + w·f (R3, R6, φ, x, 1, 2, 2) + w·f (R6, x, 1, 2) + w.
f (R6, x, 3, 4). In this method of scoring, any arbitrary set of features
can be used to capture the aﬃnities between tokens and their labels.
For example, we can use any of the features described in Section 3.1.1
to score labeling tokens “George John” as a name where the last name
appears first.
The above method of scoring makes it possible to find the highest
scoring parse tree in polynomial time. We present the inference algorithm in Section 3.5. Grammar-based models, although more expressive, are not as popular as the other methods because of the high cost
of finding an optimal parse tree.

3.4

Training Algorithms

We now discuss training algorithms that apply to the diﬀerent featurebased models introduced in Sections 3.1 through 3.3.
This section and the next, which cover the details of training and
inference, can be involved for someone not already familiar with similar
machine learning topics. We refer the reader to this text book [119] for
a gentler introduction.
The model outputs a y for which the score s(y) = w·f (x, y)
is maximum where f (x, y) is a feature vector defined jointly
over the output y and input x. Models diﬀer in the form of
the output y and the feature vector. For sequence models, y
refers to a sequence of labels, for segment-level models y is
a segmentation of x, for grammar-based models y is a parse
tree.
Let D = {(xℓ , yℓ )}N
ℓ=1 denote the labeled training set. Broadly there
are two types of methods for training:
(1) Likelihood-based training discussed in Section 3.4.1.
(2) Max-margin training discussed in Section 3.4.2.
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3.4.1

Likelihood Trainer

This method is applicable when w·f (x, y) is used to impose a probability distribution on the output y as follows:
Pr(y|x) =

1 w·f (x,y)
e
Z(x)

(3.5)

"
where Z(x) = y ew·f (x,y) . The goal during training is to choose a
weight vector w such that probability of the correct output as given in
the training data is maximized. Let L(w) denote the log of the probability of the training data when the weight vector is w. We can write
it as:
#
#
log Pr(yℓ |xℓ , w) =
(w · f (xℓ , yℓ ) − log Zw (xℓ )).
L(w) =
ℓ

ℓ

||w||2

Routinely, a term such as − C is added to prevent overfitting by
penalizing large swings in the parameter values. This term has the eﬀect
of performing a soft form of feature selection. Ideally, we would like to
maximize accuracy while using the smallest number of features. Since
this leads to a diﬃcult discrete optimization problem we instead use
||w||2 weighted by a user-provided constant 1/C. The training objective
can then be expresssed as
#
(w · f (xℓ , yℓ ) − log Zw (xℓ )) − ||w||2 /C.
max
w

ℓ

The above equation is concave in w, and can thus be maximized by
gradient ascent type of methods that iteratively move toward the optimum w. At each iteration they require the computation of the gradient
∇L(w) of the objective which can be calculated as:
"
′
w·f (xℓ ,y′ )
#
y′ f (y , xℓ )e
f (xℓ , yℓ ) −
− 2w/C
∇L(w) =
Zw (xℓ )
ℓ
#
f (xℓ , yℓ ) − EPr(y′ |w,xℓ ) f (xℓ , y′ ) − 2w/C.
=
ℓ

The first term is easy to compute. However, the second term that
involves a summation over exponentially many outputs y′ require special algorithms that exploit the decomposability of the feature vector.
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We will show how these are computed in Section 3.5 where we discuss
inference algorithms.
The overall training algorithm appears in Figure 3.1. The running
time of the algorithm is O(IN n(m2 + K)), where I is the total number
of iterations. This basic algorithm has been improved substantially and
now there are many faster variants like semi-Newton methods [132, 136]
and stochastic gradient methods [27, 214].
Algorithm 3.1. Train(D = {(xℓ , yℓ )}N
ℓ=1 , f : f1 · · · fK )
"
1. Output:
w = argmax N
ℓ=1 (w · f (xℓ , yℓ ) − log Zw (xℓ )) −
2
||w|| /C
2. Initialize w0 = 0
3. for t = 1 · · · maxIters do
4. for ℓ = 1 · · · N do
5.
gk,ℓ = fk (xℓ , yℓ ) − EPr(y′ |w,xℓ ) fk (xℓ , y′ ) k = 1 · · · K
"
6. gk = ℓ gk,ℓ k = 1 · · · K
7. wkt = wkt−1 + γt (gk − 2wkt−1 /C) k = 1 · · · K (γt = learning
rate)
8. Exit if ||g|| ≈ zero
3.4.2

Max-margin Training

Max-margin trainers [201, 208] are an extension of support vector
machines for training structured models. They are more generally applicable because they require only the computation of the output with
the highest score. In contrast, for likelihood trainers it is necessary to
compute the expected value of features, which is sometimes diﬃcult.
The goal during max-margin training is to find a w such that the
score w·f (xℓ , yℓ ) of the correct labeling yℓ has a margin of at least
err(y, yℓ ) more than the score of a labeling y, where err(y, yℓ ) is a
user-provided error function that indicates the penalty of outputting
y when the correct label is yℓ . An example of an error function is the
Hamming error that measures the number of tokens where the label is
incorrect. The max-margin objective can be formulated as a constrained
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optimization problem as follows:
min C
w,ξ

N
#
ℓ=1

1
ξℓ + ||w||2
2

s.t. w·f (xℓ , yℓ ) ≥ err(y, yℓ ) + w·f (xℓ , y) − ξℓ
ξℓ ≥ 0 ℓ : 1 · · · N

∀y ̸= yℓ , ℓ : 1 · · · N

(3.6)

The variables ξℓ capture the gap between the desired margin and the
margin achieved by the current values of w. The training objective
is to minimize this gap. The above program is convex in w, ξ, so a
local minima is the global minima. But the number of constraints is
exponential in the length of each sequence. Clearly, any method that
explicitly enumerates these constraints cannot be practical. A cutting
plane algorithm is used to find the best w iteratively. A sketch of the
algorithm appears in Figure 3.2.
Algorithm 3.2. Train(D = {(xℓ , yℓ )}N
ℓ=1 , f : f1 · · · fK ), C
"
1. Output: w = argmin 12 ||w||2 + C N
ℓ=1 maxy (err(y, yℓ )+
w·f (xℓ , y) − w·f (xℓ , yℓ ))
2. Initialize w0 = 0, Active constraints = Empty.
3. for t = 1 · · · maxIters do
4. for ℓ = 1 · · · N do
5.
ŷ = argmaxy (err(y, yℓ ) + w · f (xℓ , y))
6.
if w·f (xℓ , yℓ ) < err(ŷ, yℓ ) + w·f (xℓ , ŷ) − ξℓ − ϵ then
7.
Add (xℓ , ŷ) to the set of constraints.
8.
w, ξ = solve QP with active constraints.
9. Exit if no new constraint added.
The two time consuming steps in the above algorithms are
• Step 5 that finds the most violating constraint. To solve this
eﬃciently, the err(., .) function is assumed to be decomposable, in the same manner as the features themselves. A typical decomposable err function is the Hamming error, which
just counts the number of positions in y and yℓ that are
diﬀerent.
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• Step 8 that solves the constrained quadratic program to find
the new values of the variables. Many methods are available to solve this eﬃciently. A popular method is to solve a
dual of the program that turns out to be simpler than the
primal [208]. Recently, other methods have been proposed
including stochastic online methods [24], and extra-gradient
methods [203].

3.5

Inference Algorithms

We encountered two kinds of inference queries when training and
deploying the diﬀerent models.
• Highest scoring (MAP) labeling: Find y∗ = argmaxy
w·f (x, y).
"
• Expected feature values: Find
y f (x, y) Pr(y|x), where
1
w·f
(x,y)
.
Pr(y|x) = Z(x) e
The key to solving both these eﬃciently, in spite of the exponential
number of possible values of y, is that the feature vector f (x, y) decomposes over finer substructures in y. This enables us to design a dynamic
programming algorithm based on the following general principle. Let
S1 and S2 be a disjoint decomposition of the entire output S that is,
S = S1 ∪ S2 and S1 ∩ S2 = φ. Let S3 ⊂ S1 be the smallest part of S1
such that all features spanning S1 and S2 involve only the subset in S3 .
That is, there are no features involving a label in S2 and a label from
S1 − S3 .
We can find the MAP score V(S) over S recursively as:
V(S) =

max

label y′ of S3

V(S1 |S3 = y′ ) + V(S2 |S3 = y′ ).

(3.7)

As long as the number of possible labelings of the common part S3
is small, this equation will be eﬃcient. The same principle holds for
finding the expected values.
Sections 3.5.1, 3.5.2, and 3.5.3 elaborate on MAP labeling for
the special cases of sequential labeling, segmentation, and parsing,
respectively. Section 3.5.4 elaborates on computing expected features
values for sequence models.
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3.5.1

MAP for Sequential Labeling

In sequence labeling the feature vector decomposes over labels of adja"|x|
cent positions, that is, f (x, y) = i f (yi , x, i, yi−1 ). Let V(i|y) denote
the best score of the sequence from 1 to i with the ith position labeled y.
We can express its value using dynamic programming as follows:
$
maxy′ V(i − 1, y ′ ) + w · f (y, x, i, y ′ ) if i > 0
(3.8)
V(i|y) =
0
if i = 0.

The best label then corresponds to the path traced by maxy V(n|y),
where n is the length of x. The running time of this algorithm is
O(nm2 ), where m is the number of labels. This is well-known as the
Viterbi algorithm.
3.5.2

MAP for Segmentations

In segmentation tasks, y denotes a segmentation of x. Let y = s1 . . . sp ,
where each sj = (tj , uj , yj ) with tj = segment start position, uj =
segment end position, and yj = segment label. The feature vector
decomposes over segments and the label of its previous segment as
"
f (x, y) = pj=1 f (x, sj , yj−1 ). Let V(i|y) denote the best score of segmentations ending at i with label y.
⎧
′ ′
′
′
⎨maxy′ maxi′ =i−L···i−1 V(i |y ) + w · f (x, y, i + 1, i, y ) if i > 0
V(i|y) = 0
if i = 0
⎩
−∞

if i < 0,

where L is the size of the largest segment. The best segmentation
then corresponds to the path traced by maxy V(n|y). This runs in time
O(nLm2 ).
In entity extraction, segmentation models use a mix of token-level
and segment-level features with the former comprising a much larger
fraction of the total feature set. In such cases it is possible to make
inference over segmentation models comparable to that over sequence
models as shown in [186].
3.5.3

MAP for Parse Trees

In this case, the output y denotes a parse tree. Each internal node j
of the tree denotes a rule Rj and the span of text (tj , uj ) on which it
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applies. The feature vector f (x, y) decomposes over the nodes in tree
y and spans of its immediate children. We assume trees are binary
for simplicity and denote the children of Rj as Rj1 and Rj2 . Thus,
"
f (x, y) = node j∈y f (x, Rj , Rj1 , Rj2 , tj , uj , uj1 ), where uj1 denotes the
ending position of the first child of the node. Let V(i, j|y) denote the
score of the best tree rooted at nonterminal y over text span (i, j).
⎧
⎪
⎨w·f (x, y, i, j) if y is terminal
V(i, j|y) = maxi<i′ <j maxR′ :y&→R1 R2 V(i, i′ |R1 )
⎪
⎩
+V(i′ + 1, j|R2 ) + w·f (x, R′ , R1 , R2 , i, j, i′ )
The best tree is maxy V(1, n, y), where y goes over all possible nonterminals. The running time is O(n3 m′ ), where m′ denotes the total
number of nonterminals and terminals.
3.5.4

Expected Features Values for Sequential Labelings
"
Consider first the simpler problem of computing Z(x) = y ew·f (x,y) .
Again, we exploit the decomposability of f (x, y) to define a dynamic
program over partial solutions. Let α(i, y) denote the value of
"
w·f (x,y′ ) , where y
i:y denotes all label sequences from 1 to i
y′ ∈yi:y e
with the ith position labeled y. For i > 0, this can be expressed recursively as
#
′
α(i − 1, y ′ )ew·f (y,x,i,y )
α(i, y) =
y ′ ∈Y

with the base cases defined as α(0, y) = 1. The value of Zw (x) can then
"
be written as Zw (x) = y α(n, y).
A similar approach can be used to compute the expectation
"
′ w·f (x,y′ ) . For the kth component of f , let η k (i, y) be the
y′ f (x, y )e
"
′
value of the sum y′ ∈yi:y fk (x, y′ )ew·f (x,y ) , restricted to the part of
the label ending at position i. The following recursion can then be used
to compute η k (i, y):
#
′
η k (i, y) =
(η k (i − 1, y ′ ) + α(i − 1, y ′ )fk (y, x, i, y ′ ))ew·f (y,x,i,y ) .
y ′ ∈Y

Finally, we let EPr(y′ |w) fk (x, y′ ) =

1
Zw (x)

"

yη

k (n, y).
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The space requirements here can be reduced from Km + nm to K +
nm, where K is the number of features, by using a backward recursion
to computing an appropriate set of β(i, y) values defined, analogously
"
′
to the α terms, as β(i, y) = y′ ∈Bi:y ew·f (y ,x) , where Bi:y denotes all
label sequences from i + 1 to n with the ith position labeled y.
#
′
β(i + 1, y ′ )ew·f (y ,x,i+1,y) .
β(i, y) =
y ′ ∈Y

Now, the expected value of a feature fk can be computed more
simply as:
E(fk (y, x, i, y ′ )) = α(i − 1, y ′ )ew·f (y,x,i,y ) β(i, y).
′

Summary
In this section, we studied models for entity extraction using statistical models. There is a long history behind the development of such
models and many diﬀerent models have been proposed over the years.
The most prominent of these are Maximum entropy taggers or Conditional Markov Models (CMMs), Hidden Markov Models (HMMs), and
Conditional Random Fields (CRFs). CRFs are now established as the
state-of-the-art methods and have shown clear advantages over CMMs
and HMMs both theoretically and empirically [118, 163] because of
the ease with which diverse set of clues can be exploited as features.
There are many existing implementations of CRFs [92, 146, 185] that
can be easily customized by modifying only the feature set. Segmentlevel models and the grammar-based models provide all the flexibility
of CRFs and more, but they are not as popular because of the increased
overheads of inference and training.

Further Readings
The topic of statistical learning for information extraction is relatively
new and there continues to be much active research on many diﬀerent
aspects that we have not covered in this section. We present a brief
overview of some of these.
Active Learning: The accuracy of a statistical model crucially depends
on finding adequate amount of labeled data for training the model
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parameters. Since collecting training data often requires painstaking
manual eﬀort, there has been much work on reducing this eﬀort. Active
learning is one technique for reducing labeling eﬀort that is used with a
limited labeled and a large unlabeled pool of instances. The labeled set
forms the training data for an initial preliminary classifier. The active
learner seeks out from the unlabeled pool those instances which when
labeled will help strengthen the classifier at the fastest possible rate.
This is an important conceptual problem in machine learning and there
is much ongoing work on developing theoretically sound methods for
active learning [12, 13, 66, 76, 95]. Specifically, for information extraction studies [68, 155, 169, 205] have shown that active learning can
significantly reduce the number of examples that need to be manually
labeled.
Bootstrapping from Structured Data: Another practical method of
addressing the problem of limited training data is to bootstrap models
from existing structured entities, which are often readily available. This
requires very careful handling, particularly when unstructured labeled
is available along with structured databases. When there is only structured data at one’s disposable, the technique proposed in [3] would be
useful. Methods of training with a mix of structured and unstructured
data for HMMs are discussed in [189], for CRFs are discussed in [138],
and for rule-based systems are discussed in [99].
Transfer Learning and Domain Adaptation: Statistical learning techniques crucially depend on the training data being representative
of the distribution on which the trained model is deployed. This
assumption often does not hold when extraction systems get deployed
on a large scale. A topic of much recent interest now is domain
adaptation [23, 108, 188] where labeled data from some domain is used
to train a model that maximizes accuracy in a target domain for which
we only have unlabeled data available. Another related variant is transfer learning [9, 52, 77, 129] where the goal is to use training data from
a related domain, along with training data from the target domain, to
train the target classifier. A popular technique is to use the classifier in
the related domain to define a prior [9, 52, 129] for the classifier trained
using the in-domain data.
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Collective Inference: Most information extraction (IE) models are
based on sequential models that capture the dependency between labels
of words. Recently, several researchers [31, 93, 101, 120, 199] have
reported increased accuracy of collectively labeling repeated words
within a document or across multiple documents. In the corresponding
graphical model this leads to additional edges between non-adjacent
positions that share a word.

4
Relationship Extraction

In many extraction tasks, there is an explicit need to relate the
extracted entities because the unstructured source is not naturally partitioned into records. For example, it is not just enough to find occurrences of company names and people names in a news article but also
to identify if there is a “is acquired by” relationship between pairs of
companies, or, a “is appointed CEO of” relationship between a person
and company, or “is employee of” relationship between a person and
an organization. Figure 1.1 shows instances of the extraction of two
relationships from a news article.
The problem of relationship extraction has been studied extensively
on natural language text, including news articles [1], scientific publications [166], Blogs, emails [113], and sources like Wikipedia [196, 197]
and the general web [4, 14]. As in entity extraction, much of the impetus to relationship extraction research was provided by the various
competitions: starting with the MUC competitions [57, 100], and later
the ACE task [1] and the BioCreAtIvE II Protein–Protein Interaction tasks [22, 209]. For example, the ACE task defines five top-level
relations: “located at”, “near”, “part”, “role”, and “social” over pairs
from five top-level entity types “person”, “organization”, “facility”,
“location”, and, “geo-political entity.” The “located at” relation relates
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“person” or “organization” with “location”. The “role” relation links
a “person” to an “organization”, and so on. In the Bio-medical literature three kinds of relationship extractions are common: gene-disease
relations, protein–protein interaction, and subcellular regularizations.
The NAGA knowledge base [196, 197] comprises of 26 relationships
such as isA, bornInYear, establishedInYear, hasWonPrize, locatedIn,
politicianOf, actedIn, discoveredInYear, discoveredBy, and isCitizenOf
extracted from sources such as Wikipedia.
In this section, we concentrate on the extraction of binary relationships, although in general relationships can be multi-way involving
three or more entities. Two popular examples of multi-way relationships are: Event Extraction and Semantic Role Labeling [124]. Another
term for multi-way relationship extraction is record extraction. We will
present a brief overview of techniques for multiway relations at the end
of this section.
The binary relationship extraction problem can be posed at three
diﬀerent levels. The first case is where entities are preidentified in the
unstructured text, and for a given fixed pair of entities we need to find
out the type of relationship that exists between the pair. The second
case is when we are given a relationship type r and an entity name
e, and our goal is to extract the entities with which e has relationship r. The third case is where the unstructured corpus is large and
open-ended like the web where we cannot assume that entity pairs
are marked. Given a fixed relationship type r, our goal is to extract all
instances of entity pairs that have relationship r between them through
appropriate filtering and recognition techniques. Most of the early work
in relationship extraction has been on the first case and we review the
main ideas that have emerged in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, we present
techniques for relationship extraction in the third case. This is a more
recent topic that has emerged in the context of building knowledge
bases from open domains like the web.

4.1

Predicting the Relationship Between a Given
Entity Pair

Given a fixed set R of relationship types each involving a pair of entity
types, our goal is to identify all occurrences of the relationships in R
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in an input natural language document where all entities have been
marked. Typically, in relationship extraction from natural language
text it is assumed that the two argument entities are within a close
proximity of each other, or are part of the same sentence. So, the basic
recognition problem is as follows: given a text snippet x and two marked
entities E1 and E2 in x, identify if there is any of the relationships Y
between E1 and E2 . The set Y indicates all relationship types R and
a special member “other” for the case when none of the relationships
applies to this entity pair.
This prediction problem is simpler than the one that arises in entity
extraction because here we only need to make a scalar prediction,
instead of a vector of predictions. However, relationship extraction is
considered a harder problem than entity extraction because relating
two entity words in a sentence requires a skillful combination of local
and nonlocal noisy clues from diverse syntactic and semantic structures
in a sentence. We review the most common types of resources that are
useful for relationship extractions.
Surface Tokens: The tokens around and in-between the two entities often hold strong clues for relationship extraction. For example,
a “is situated” relationship between a Company entity and a Location
entity is strongly indicated by the presence of unigram token “located”
and bigram token “located in” between the two entities, as in
⟨Company⟩ Kosmix ⟨/Company⟩ is located in the
⟨Location⟩ Bay area ⟨/Location⟩.
Similarly, an “outbreak” relationship between a disease and location is
strongly indicated by the presence of words like “epidemic”.
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, which
is in the front line of the world’s response to the deadly
⟨Disease⟩ Ebola ⟨/Disease⟩ epidemic in ⟨Location⟩ Zaire
⟨/Location⟩.
Often, a token is generalized or stemmed to its morphological root. For
example, “located” is stemmed to “locate.”
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Part of Speech Tags: Part of speech (POS) tags play a more central
role in relationship extraction than in entity extraction. Verbs in a
sentence are key to defining the relationship between entities, that are
typically nouns or noun phrases. For example, in the sentence,
⟨Location⟩ The University of Helsinki ⟨/Location⟩ hosts
⟨Conference⟩ ICML ⟨/Conference⟩ this year.
more reliable extraction of the “held in” relationship between conferences and locations is possible if the word “hosts” is tagged as a verb
(VBZ) instead of a noun as shown below.
The/DT
University/NNP
of/IN
Helsinki/NNP
hosts/VBZ ICML/NNP this/DT year/NN.
Syntactic Parse Tree Structure: A parse tree groups words in a sentence into prominent phrase types such as noun phrases, prepositional
phrases and verb phrases, and thus is significantly more valuable than
POS tags in understanding the relationship between the entities in a
sentence. For example, in the sentence
⟨Location⟩ Haifa ⟨/Location⟩, located 53 miles from
⟨Location⟩ Tel Aviv ⟨/Location⟩ will host ⟨Conference⟩
ICML ⟨/Conference⟩ in 2010.
“Tel Aviv, ICML” is likely to be preferred over “Haifa, ICML” as an
instance of the “held in” relationship based on its relative proximity to
ICML. But consider the parse tree of the sentence in Figure 4.1. This
tree brings “ICML” closer to “Haifa” than “Tel Aviv” because “Haifa”
is the head of the noun phrase “Haifa, located 53 miles from Tel Aviv”
which forms the subject of the verb phrase “will host ICML in 2010.”
Dependency Graph: Full parse trees are expensive to create. A dependency graph that links each word to the words that depend on it,
is often found to be just as adequate as a parse tree. For example,
for the sentence above the dependency graph is shown in Figure 4.2.
In the graph it is clear that the verb “host” is linked to by both
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Fig. 4.1 Parse tree of a sentence.

Fig. 4.2 Dependency parse of a sentence.

“Haifa” a location entity and “ICML” a conference entity. This
directly establishes a close connection between them. In contrast,
the path between ICML and Tel Aviv goes through “Haifa” and
“Located.”
We next present methods that use the above clues in diﬀerent ways
for classifying an input (x, E1 , E2 ) into one of the Y classes. Assume we
are given N training examples of the form (xi , E1i , E2i , ri ) : i = 1 · · · N ,
where ri ∈ Y denotes the relationship that exists between entities E1i
and E2i in the sentence xi .
The main challenge is handling the diversity of structural forms
that the diﬀerent inputs represent. For example, the tokens and part
of speech tags form a sequence, the parse information is a tree, and the
dependency structure is a graph. Further, there could be errors in any
of the input clues since the linguistic libraries used for these tasks are
not perfect. While redundancy provides robustness to errors, too much
redundancy brings in noise and increases running time.
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The methods used for relationship extraction can be categorized
into one of three main types:
• Feature-based methods that extract a flat set of features from
the input and then invoke an oﬀ the shelf classifier like a
decision tree or a SVM. (Section 4.1.1)
• Kernel-based methods that design special kernels to capture
the similarity between structures such as trees and graphs.
(Section 4.1.2)
• Rule-based methods that create propositional and first order
rules over structures around the two entities. We refer the
reader to [7, 147, 113, 190] for examples of various rulebased relationship extraction systems. Many of the issues in
using rule-based system for relationship extraction are similar to the ones that arise in entity extraction covered in
Section 2.
4.1.1

Feature-based Methods

A diverse set of methods have been used to convert the extraction clues
in structures such as sequences, trees, and graphs to a flat set of features
for use by conventional classifiers. Jiang and Zhai in [114] present a
systematic method of designing such features, while also capturing most
of the earlier proposed methods of feature-based relationship extraction
[115, 196].
Let x denote the input sentence where xi denotes the word at position i and E1 , E2 denote the segments in x corresponding to the two
entities whose relationship we wish to predict. For simplicity assume
that E1 and E2 consist of single words each. Each word xi is associated
with a set of properties p1 · · · pk much like the features used in entity
extraction. Examples of such properties include the string form of xi ,
the orthographic type of xi , the class of xi in a given ontology, entity
label of xi , and the POS tag of xi .
The first set of features are obtained by taking all possible
conjunctions of the properties of the two tokens representing the two
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entities E1 and E2 . Examples of such features are:
[[Entity label of E1 = Person, Entity label of E2 =
Location]].
[[String E1 = “Einstein” and Orthography type of E2 =
4-digits]].
The first feature could be useful for the “resides in” relationship when
the first entity in the sentence is a Person and the second marked entity
is a Location. The second feature that could be useful for the “born”
relationship when the string at E1 is “Einstein” and E2 consists of four
digits.
Next, we present how to extract features from the structural inputs
that captures the relationships among the words in the sentence. We
have three kinds of inputs: sequences, parse trees, and dependency
graphs. To unify the feature generation step from these inputs, we view
each of them as a graph where the nodes are words, and in the case
of parse trees also the nonterminals such as NNP, VP, etc. Each word
node is associated with the set of k properties p1 , . . . , pk . In addition
there is a special flag attached to each node that takes four possible
values: 1 when it subsumes E1 , 2 when it subsumes E2 , “both” when
it subsumes both, and “none” when it subsumes neither. Features are
derived from properties of individual nodes, pairs of nodes connected
by an edge, or triplets of nodes connected by at least two edges, and
for each combination of values of the flag attached to the nodes. We
explain this with examples from the sentence x with E1 = Haifa and
E2 = ICML.
⟨Location⟩ Haifa ⟨/Location⟩, located 53 miles from
⟨Location⟩ Tel Aviv ⟨/Location⟩ will host ⟨Conference⟩
ICML ⟨/Conference⟩ in 2010.
Features from Word Sequence: We first give examples of features for
the sequence graph formed out of the ten words between E1 and E2 . In
this case, the only edges are between adjacent words. Each node has k
properties and one of three possible flag values (1, 2, none). Example
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unigram features are
[[String =“host”, flag =“none”]]
[[Part of speech = Verb, flag = “none”]].
Example bigram features are:
[[Strings = “(host, ICML)”, flags = “(none,2)”, type =
“sequence”]]
[[Part of speech = (Verb,Noun) flag = “(none,2)”, type
= “sequence”]]
[[(String = “host”, Part of speech = Noun), flag =
“(none,2)”, type = “sequence”]].
Example trigram features are:
[[Strings = “(will, host, ICML)”, flags =
“(none,none,2)”, type = “sequence”]]
[[Part of speech = (Modifier, Verb,Noun) flag =
“(none,none,2)”, type = “sequence”]].
Using this template we can easily calculate the maximum number of
features of each type. Let d(pi ) denote the number of possible values
"
that property i can take and let d = ki=1 d(pi ) denote the sum of the
sizes of all properties. Then the number of unigram features is 3d, the
bigram features is 32 d2 , and the trigram features is 33 d3 . In practice,
the number of features is much smaller because during training only
the combination of properties present in at least one training instance
are included.
Features from Dependency Graph: Next, consider the dependency
graph in Figure 4.2. Since the set of nodes is the same as in sequences,
we do not need to generate any more unigram features. The edges in
the graph gives rise to many new bigram and trigram features. Here
are some examples:
[[(Entity label = Location, Part of speech = Verb), flag
= “(1, none)”, type = “dependency”]].
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This feature fires on node pair “(Haifa, host)” connected as “host ←
Haifa” in the dependency graph. A useful trigram feature that we get
out of the dependency graph is
[[(POS = (noun,verb,noun), flag = “(1,none,2)”, type =
“dependency”]].
This feature fires on the nodes “(Haifa, host, ICML)” because of the
edge pattern: “Haifa → host ← ICML.”

Features from Parse Trees: The node set in parse trees consists of the
word nodes at the leaf and the internal nodes. This gives rise to new
unigram features of the form:
[[Node = “VP”, flag = “2”]].
Also, some of the internal nodes that subsume both the entity nodes E1
and E2 can now have a flag value of “both”. For example, in Figure 4.1,
the “S” node subsumes both the entities and is associated with a flag
of “both.” In addition, using the parent to child edges in the parse tree
we can define bigram and trigram features as in the case of dependency
graphs.
Jiang and Zhai [114] report that on eight relationship extraction
tasks on the ACE corpus, the accuracy obtained with these simple features derived from unigram, bigram, and trigram units of input graphs
is competitive with other methods that interpret the structure more
globally.
4.1.2

Kernel-based Methods

Kernels provide a natural alternative to classification using graphs
because then, instead of worrying about how to convert each graph into
a flat set of features, one just needs to encode the similarity between
the two graphs as a kernel function. Feature-based methods give rise
to a very high dimensional decision space, whereas a suitable kernel in
conjunction with a sparse trainer like SVM can significantly reduce the
eﬀective dimensionality of the space. All that is needed is to define over
pairs of instances, a Kernel function K(X, X ′ ) that roughly captures
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the similarity between two structures X and X ′ . Then, any method
like a Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier can be used to predict
the relationship type as follows:
An SVM associates each training instance i and relationship type r
with a weight αir . Recall our training data is of the form (xi , E1i , E2i , ri ) :
i = 1, . . . , N . We use Xi to denote (xi , E1i , E2i ). Given a new instance
X = (x, E1 , E2 ) the predicted relationship type r̂ is defined as:
r̂ = argmax
r∈Y

N
#

αir K(Xi , X).

i=1

The values of αir are estimated during training. Details of training are
not relevant to our discussion here and can be found in [208]. We discuss
instead how to define meaningful kernel functions over the various kinds
of structural inputs to a relationship extraction task.
Many kernel functions that apply either to parse trees or the dependency graph [33, 69, 215, 223, 224, 225] or a composition of the two
have been proposed. Of these, kernels over dependency graphs are
most popular. We describe a shortest path based kernel on dependency
graphs that has been proposed in [33]. Let T and T ′ represent the
dependency trees of two diﬀerent training instances X = (x, E1 , E2 ) and
X ′ = (x′ , E1′ , E2′ ), respectively. The kernel function K(X, X ′ ) is defined
as follows. Let the unique shortest path connecting the entities (E1 , E2 )
in T be P and in T ′ be P ′ . Along each node of the path we have associated a set of properties of type p1 , . . . , pk as described in the previous
section on feature-based methods. Two nodes are considered similar if
the value of many of these k properties are common. The node similarities are used to define the kernel function as follows:
$
0
if P, P ′ have diﬀerent lengths
′
K(P, P ) = !|P |
′
λ

k=1 CommonProperties (Pk , Pk )

otherwise,

(4.1)

where CommonProperties (Pk , Pk′ ) measures the number of properties
common between the kth node along the paths P and P ′ , respectively.
Thus, the kernel value is high when the length of the shortest path
between the two entities is the same in both sentences and the nodes
along the path share many common properties.
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A shortcoming of the above kernel is that it assigns zero similarity
to paths of diﬀerent lengths. A more thorough method of capturing
the similarity between two paths is to use convolution kernels, defined
originally for strings but later generalized to trees. A follow-up work in
[224] reports slightly better performance with using convolution kernels
on parse trees. Kernels have also been proposed to combine the similarity along diﬀerent kinds of input clues including sequences, parse
trees, and dependency graphs [224].

4.2

Extracting Entity Pairs Given a Relationship Type

In the previous section, our task was predicting the type of relationship
between two marked entities in an input text. An alternative scenario
is where we are given one or more relationship types, and our goal is
to find all occurrences of those relationships in a corpus [2, 4, 14, 30,
182, 192, 211]. Most work in this area has been on open document
collections such as the web, where one cannot assume that the entities
are already marked. Typically, there is no labeled unstructured data
for training unlike what we assumed in the previous section. Instead,
the seeding of these systems is done by specifying for each relationship
type r the following kinds of inputs
• The types of the entity pair that form the argument of r.
The type of the entity is often specified at a high level, for
example, if the entity argument is a proper or a common noun
or a numeric such as year or currency. More specific types
like “Person name” and “Company names” make sense only
if they are accompanied by patterns that be used to recognize
them in the unstructured text.
• A seed database S of pairs of entities that exhibit the relationships. In rare cases, negative examples of entity pairs that
do not satisfy the relationship are also given.
• Sometimes, a seed set of manually coded patterns are also
available. This is particularly easy for generic relationship
types such as hypernym relationship (Parrot is a bird), or
part-of or meronym relationship (steering wheel is a part of
a car). For example, for extracting hypernym relationships,
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Hearst et al. [105], propose patterns of the form: “⟨Noun⟩
such as ⟨List of Noun phrases⟩.”
There are three steps to solving the problem of relationship extraction starting from the above input. We are given a corpus D, set of
relationship types r1 , . . . , rk , entity types Tr1 , Tr2 forming arguments
of relationship type r, and a seed set S of examples of the form
(Ei1 , Ei2 , ri ) 1 ≤ i ≤ N indicating that Ei1 has relationship ri with
Ei2 . Optionally, some of these might be marked as negative examples.
An example of the seed input for two relationship types: “IsPhDAdvisorOf” and “Acquired” appears below. The entity type arguments
for the first relationship is “(Person, Person)” and the second is
“(Company, Company)”.
E1
Donald Knuth
Alon Halevy
Jeﬀ Ullman
Alon Halevy

E2
Andrei Broder
Anhai Doan
Surajit Chaudhari
Dan Suciu

r
IsPhDAdvisorOf
IsPhDAdvisorOf
IsPhDAdvisorOf
IsPhDAdvisorOf

Google
Google
Microsoft

You Tube
Yahoo!
Powerset

Acquired
Acquired
Acquired

Polarity
+
+
+
−
+
−
+

The first step is to use the given seed database S of entity pairs to
learn extraction patterns M . The second step is to use a subset of the
patterns to create from the unstructured corpus D candidate triplets
(Ei , Ej , rij ) indicating that entity Ei has relationship rij with entity
Ej . A final validation step is to select only a subset of these candidates
as true entity-relationship triplets based on additional statistical tests.
We elaborate on each of these steps next.
4.2.1

Learn Patterns from Seed Triples

For each relationship type r we are given several entity pairs (E1 , E2 )
indicating that E1 and E2 are related by relationship r. Optionally, an
example might be marked as being a negative example for that triplet.
There is an implicit assumption in this task that a given entity pair
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cannot be in more than one relationship with each other. Therefore, all
entity pairs of a relationship r can serve as negative examples for relationship of a diﬀerent type r′ . A special case is when there is only one
relationship type and there are no negative examples for that type. We
do not consider this case and refer the reader to [211] for a customized
method of extracting high frequency patterns using only positive seed
examples of one relationship type.
The learning of patterns proceeds in three steps that we elaborate
next.
Query Corpus to Find Sentences Containing an Entity Pair : The first
step in learning the patterns, is to query the corpus to find text snippets containing both the entities. Typically, a query of the form “E1
NEAR E2 ” is posed for each example triple of the form (E1 , E2 , r). For
example, the seed database above would give rise to seven queries of
the form “Donald Knuth NEAR Andrei Broder”, “Alon Halevy NEAR
Anhai Doan”, and so on. The NEAR predicate can be made more specific so as to retrieve only documents where the distance is less than
a user-provided threshold [30, 211]. Most systems only consider text
snippets that form a complete sentence. This yields for each entity pair
(E1 , E2 ) a bag of sentences s1 , s2 , . . . , sn such that both entities appear
in the sentence. Lightweight linguistic processing on the sentence is
used to filter away sentences where E1 and E2 do not match the stated
entity types Tr1 , Tr2 of relationship r.
Filter Sentences Supporting the Relationship: Not all sentences containing the entity pair necessarily support the relationship type. For
example, if we start with a seed triple (Donald Knuth, Andrei Broder,
isPhDAdvisorOf) and get two sentences:
Broder completed his doctoral thesis under the supervision of Donald Knuth
The invited speakers for the conference are A. Broder,
R. Karp, and D. Knuth.
then, only the first sentence is a positive example of the relationship.
Automatic filtering of positive sentences is challenging because there is
no labeled data to go by. Banko et al. [14] propose a simple heuristic
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for filtering based on dependency trees. They propose to first perform
a dependency parse of the sentence and retain only those sentences as
positive examples where the length of the dependency links between
the occurrences of E1 and E2 in the sentence is no more than a certain
length. This will not always work. In the two sentences above, the
“and” in the second sentence makes “Knuth” directly connected to
“Broder”.
Learn Patterns from Entity Pairs and Sentences: Now the learning
problem reduces to that of Section 4.1 where we have labeled data in
the form of a set of sentences with marked entity pairs and a named
relationship type between the pair. We can then formulate it as a standard classification problem where given an entity pair marked in a
sentence, we need to predict the relationship between the two entities.
There are two practical problems to training a model by treating each
sentence as an independent training example.
First, in spite of the filtering there is no guarantee that all sentences are indeed positive examples for the relationship of interest. To
address this problem, Bunescu and Mooney [30] explored the possibility
of casting this as a multi-instance learning problem. In multi-instance
learning, each positive example is associated with a bag of instances
where at least one of them is guaranteed to be positive but it is not
known which one. However, they obtained better results by treating
each sentence as an independent training instance and invoking a high
performing classifier such as an SVM.
A second diﬀerence from the setup in Section 4.1 is that typically for
each entity pair, say (Alon Halevy, Anhai Doan) many sentences will
contain that pair of entities. When the set of seed pairs in the database
is small, the classifier might include features that are specific to particular entity pairs. For example, words like “Schema”, “Integration”
might surface as significant features because they appear in many positive sentences corresponding to Alon Halevy, Anhai Doan, isPhDAdvisorOf. But, these features do not generalize for the “isPhDAdvisorOf”
relationship prediction task. Bunescu and Mooney [30] propose to solve
this problem by down-weighting terms that have a strong correlation
with the words in the entity pair.
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Extract Candidate Entity Pairs

Now we get to the actual task of finding all entity pairs in the corpus D
that support the given relationship types. Let M denote the relationship extraction model learnt in the previous section. This model takes
as input a sentence x and two entities in it E1 and E2 and predicts the
relationship type between E1 and E2 . So, a straightforward method
to find all entities in D is to make a sequential pass over D, for each
sentence find if it contains two entities of types Tr1 and Tr2 for each
relationship type r, and if yes, invoke model M to get the right prediction. This approach would work for small to medium sized collections
such as Wikipedia, or if an enterprise like a large search engine chooses
to integrate relationship extraction as a part of its processing pipeline
of during oﬄine crawling.
When a sequential scan is not feasible but an index on the corpus
exists, it makes sense to retrieve only relevant sentences based on keyword search patterns, and apply M on the fetched subset. The problem
of finding the sequence of queries so as to provide the right tradeoﬀ of
cost, recall, and precision raises interesting research challenges particularly in webscale corpora with all its attendant noise and redundancy.
Existing methods are of two types.
Pattern-based : The first type depend on a set of manually coded
phrase patterns that match sentences which contain the relationships. For example, Is–a–E relationships where E is an entity type are
extracted by phrase searches of the form “E such as”, “or other E”,
“such E as”, “E like” and so on [86, 105, 211]. Hearst et al. [105] first
proposed patterns of the form: “⟨Noun⟩ such as ⟨List of Noun phrases⟩.”
These patterns have since been enriched and deployed in projects like
KnowITAll project [86] for extracting instances of a given type from
the web. For part-of relationships, patterns like “Y’s X” and “X of the
Y” have been proposed in [18]. Similarly, it is easy for a human expert
to provide patterns of the form “PhD under supervision”, “PhD NEAR
Advisor” for collecting instances of “isPhDAdvisorOf” relationship.
Keyword-based : The second type depend on keyword matches to
perform subject-level filtering of documents. For example, filters
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on keywords “vaccine” and “cure” are used to subset documents
containing disease outbreaks in [99]. This raises questions about selecting the right sequence of words to ensure that the result of each successive query provides the largest set of relevant documents containing
entities not already present in the database. Agichtein and Gravano
[2, 5] give an iterative solution to the problem. The basic premise of
the method is that documents that contain relevant entities are implicitly linked by shared keywords. Therefore, by starting from a seed set
of entities, it is possible to fetch, using keyword searches alone, all
documents that contain relevant relationships. The problem is broadly
applicable even for generic information retrieval queries. Flake et al.
[94] and others in the IR community have addressed the problem of
generating a sequence of keywords based on a user’s feedback on relevant and irrelevant documents. The main diﬀerence with the IR setting
is in the notion of relevance of a document. In extraction, relevance is
defined based on whether an entity was found in a newly fetched page.
In IR, relevance is judged by a user providing feedback.
4.2.3

Validate Extracted Relationships

The lack of proper training data often results in high error rates in
extractions of the previous step. Many systems deploy an additional
validation phase that depends on more expensive aggregate statistics
on the entire corpus to prune away candidates with low support. For
large corpora such as the web, the same relationship instance will be
extracted from many diﬀerent sentences, typically coming from many
independent sources. The number of occurrences of a relationship can
therefore be used to derive a probability that the given extraction is
correct as proposed in [82]. We elaborate on how such probabilities
are calculated in Section 5.4.3. Even when a particular relationship
instance is rare, the contextual pattern in which it occurs is likely
to be frequent and these can be exploited to extract only high confidence relationships [83]. An alternative method is proposed in [182]
based on the observation that a major cause of error in relationship
extraction is errors in marking the boundaries of entities. They correct this error under the premise that the entity with the correct
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boundary will be significantly more frequent than either its subset or
superset.

Summary
In this section, we covered the problem of relationship extraction under
two settings. The first setting is where we needed to classify the types
of relationships that exist between entities that are already marked
in an unstructured text. We presented feature-based and kernel-based
methods for combining clues from diverse structures such as the word
sequence, parse tree, and dependency graph for the classification task.
For this part, we assumed that the training data consists of a document
collection with labeled relationship types between entity pairs. The
second setting is where we needed to find entity pairs in a corpus that
exhibit a given set of relationship types. In this setting, we do not
have labeled unstructured data, just a seed database of entity pairs
exhibiting the relationships. We discussed a number of techniques for
creating a relationship extraction model by bootstrapping from such
seed databases. We then discussed how a pre-existing index can be
used to filter only relevant subsets likely to exhibit the relationship.
In spite of the extensive research on the topic, relationship extraction is by no means a solved problem. The accuracy values still range in
the neighborhood of 50%–70% even in closed benchmark datasets such
as ACE. In open domains like the web the state-of-the-art systems still
involve a lot of special case handling that cannot easily be described as
principled, portable approaches.

Further Readings
In this section, we concentrated on the extraction of binary relationship.
A natural extension is to the extraction of records involving multi-way
relationships. Record extraction is significantly more complicated since
binary relations are assumed to be at sentence level, whereas multiway relationships span sentences. On natural language text this makes
it necessary to perform cross sentence analysis involving co-reference
resolution and discourse analysis. We refer the reader to [148, 218] for
existing work on this topic.
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We assumed here that the set of relationship types is known in
advance. As extractions systems start getting deployed in more openended settings, for example, the web and Wikipedia, it is not possible to define the set of relationships in advance. Instead, a part of
the extraction process is automatically discovering relevant relationship types. Early work on automatic relationship discovery appears in
[14, 39, 192, 211].

5
Management of Information Extraction Systems

In the previous sections we presented a number of diﬀerent models and
algorithms for various kinds of extraction tasks. Real-life deployment
of these extraction techniques in the context of an operational system
raises many practical engineering, performance, and usability issues:
How scalable are these techniques? How to integrate the structures
extracted with existing data? Since extractions are not guaranteed to be
error-free, how does the storage and querying model adapt to erroneous
sources? As the unstructured source evolves, how does the extraction
model detect the change and adapt to it?
We devote this section to addressing these issues. We first discuss
performance-related issues in Section 5.1 which includes topics like the
design and use of indices to filter relevant unstructured sources, eﬃcient lookup of large structured databases during entity extraction and
optimization of extraction pipelines.
Next, in Section 5.2 we discuss issues related to handling dynamically changing unstructured sources. We discuss techniques for
optimizing the incremental process of extraction, detecting when data
drift causes extractors to fail, and repairing extractors to work with
the modified data.
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In Section 5.3, we discuss issues related to the integration of
extracted entities with existing entities in the database and with
repeated occurrences of that entity in the unstructured source. This
is a challenging problem that has been extensively researched under
various names like deduplication, coreference resolution, record linkage
and so on.
In Section 5.4, we review techniques for managing errors that arise
in the extraction process. There is much interest in the management
of imprecise data, however the imprecision of information extraction
models raises its own set of challenges. It is not obvious how to assign
numerical confidence values with each extraction and choose an eﬃcient
imprecise data model for storing extraction results.

5.1

Performance Optimization

While many extraction systems have been in operation both commercially and as research prototypes, published research addressing
the various performance aspects of extraction is only starting to
appear.
Extraction systems can be deployed in two modes. In one mode
the unstructured source is naturally available, for example in closed
systems like a data warehouse or a complaint processing center. In
the second mode, the unstructured source is open-ended and large,
like the web, and a part of the extraction process is also selecting the
relevant subset of documents. Typically, in the first mode the user is
interested in annotating all occurrences of the entities/relationships
in the unstructured source, whereas in the second mode, the user’s
interest is in creating a repository of structured entities. Therefore, only
documents that are likely to contain new entities need to be processed.
We consider optimizations that have been proposed for making such
selections eﬃcient in Section 5.1.1.
This is followed by a phase of within document filtering where we
zoom to the right sections of the document. For example, in a citation
system it is necessary to design quick tests to locate the paper headers
and reference sections of papers. Existing solutions here are domainspecific, and we do not have anything general-purpose to discuss.
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Finally, on selected subset of documents the extractors are deployed.
Most extraction algorithms scale linearly with the length of the input.
Even so, there is a need to optimize their performance because the
pre-processing and feature generation steps tend to be expensive. Existing pattern-based extraction systems are almost always CPU-bound;
I/O figures only when finding matches to existing database of entities. Both rule-based and statistical methods depend on features of the
text for recognizing entities and relationships. Features have varying
costs of evaluations. Some of these, for example if a word is capitalized, are cheap to evaluate, whereas others, for example that check
whether a span has a large match to a database of entities, are expensive. In Section 5.1.2, we present techniques for eﬃciently evaluating
such expensive matches on large databases. In Section 5.1.3, we present
optimizations that apply during extractions that depend on a mixture
of cheap and expensive features.
5.1.1

Document Selection Strategies

When the source is really large, there is no alternative to manually
restricting the set through a list of addresses or address domains.
For example, DBLife [78] uses a listing of URLs pointing to database
researchers’ homepages, conference web sites, and mailing lists like
DBWorld. When such manual subsetting is not possible, there is a
need for additional levels of pruning and two solutions have been
proposed. The first one, applicable only for hyperlinked sources is
to perform some form of focused crawling [47]. The second option
is exploiting pre-existing indices on the unstructured source to fetch
only the documents of interest. This raises issues on how to search
the index and how to design appropriate indices for extraction that
we discuss in the later part of this section. Even after a document
is fetched, the cost of running the full-fledged extraction algorithm
on the entire document is often expensive. It might be possible to
design more sophisticated tests, such as a statistical whole-document
classifier as a second-level filter of relevance [2].
In general, there is an interesting trade oﬀ between recall and time
among these three options of selecting documents: focused crawling,
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searching via keywords, and filtering documents after fetching them
using a classifier. This is captured as an optimization problem in [110].
One of the contributions of the work is providing a detailed estimation
procedure for recall and running time of various options.
Index Search Techniques: Depending on the richness of the index,
queries can be of two types: standard IR-style keyword queries and
pattern queries for entity-level filtering.
The keyword mode of access is typically used to perform only a
crude subject-level filtering of documents. For example, filters on keywords “vaccine” and “cure” are used to subset documents containing
disease outbreaks in [99]. More discussion of this topic appears in the
context of relationship extraction in Section 4.2.2.
Pattern queries oﬀer a finer grained filtering of only the entities of
interest from the corpus. As we saw in earlier sections, entity recognition is more often driven by patterns capturing orthographic properties of text than keywords. For example, to retrieve mentions of person
names in an indexed document collection, it is not possible to depend
on keyword queries alone. Regular expression queries such as “[Mr.| Dr.
| Mrs.] Initial Dot Capitalized Word” could be more useful. Similarly,
the pattern query “Thomas w+ Edison” will be more useful to extract
the middle name of Thomas Edison instead of the IR query “Thomas
NEAR Edison.” Specialized indices and search algorithms are needed
to support pattern-level queries, particularly if they are to support
character-level pattern queries such as “<a href=.*ṁp3>”.
Some strategies for searching an inverted index with regular expressions are proposed in [58, 172]. An interesting challenge is deploying an
index to retrieve entities for statistical models. An example of such an
index for extracting entity names using patterns involving various features like part of speech tags, or orthographic patterns appears in [37].
Index Design for Eﬃcient Extraction: The use of indices in filtering
for information extraction, raises many engineering questions, which
have not been suﬃciently addressed. In general, the index should provide eﬃcient support for proximity queries, regular expression patterns,
and allow eﬃcient storage of tags like POS, phrase tags, common
entity tags like person and company names, and tags from standard
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ontologies such as WordNet [180]. Cafarella and Etzioni [38], for
example, suggest that the standard inverted index for keyword searches
be augmented to neighborhood tag information along with each (document, position) entry in an inverted list. While this makes it eﬃcient to answer queries of the form “cities such as NP”, the storage
overhead is huge. Chakrabarti et al. [48] discuss how to eﬃciently
search an index where the query contains tags coming from a hierarchy. It also addresses workload-driven strategies for selecting the
subset of tags in a hierarchy that should be directly indexed, instead
of being computed at query time by ORing inverted lists of tags
below it.
In order to eﬃciently support queries involving regular expressions
at the level of characters, it will be necessary to go beyond existing
word-level inverted indices. Two options are suﬃx trees and q-gram
indices. Suﬃx trees are the classical solution for pattern search queries
but they are too space intensive, and are not a scalable option for
large amounts of data. Inverted indices are the de facto choice for large
scale keyword searches. One option to support character-level searches
on inverted indices it to index q-grams, and possibly variable length
q-grams as explored in [117].
5.1.2

Eﬃcient Querying of Entity Databases for Extraction

As we discussed in Sections 2 and 3, a valuable feature to an entity
extraction system is the degree of similarity of a candidate entity to an
existing entity database. For example, for extracting book titles from
Blogs, a very strong clue is provided by a close match with a book
title in a database of published books. However, in order to be able to
use these features we have to find the similarity of each possible text
span in the unstructured source to the database of entities. This is an
expensive operation that needs to be optimized separately from other
generic pattern matching operations [49, 179, 190]. Since extraction
decisions depend on a diverse set of patterns, only one of which could
be the degree of match with an existing database, in general one needs
to find match values for each possible span in an input document. Also,
it is meaningless to look for exact match between an input unstructured
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source and an entity database given that slight mismatch in forms is
inevitable in real-data.
We formalize the problem as follows: We are given an input token
sequence x and a large database of entities D. Our goal is to find
each possible segment in x whose similarity to an entry in D is greater
than a threshold ϵ. We call this the Batch-Top-K search problem. We
concentrate on the TF–IDF similarity score, which has been found to
be highly eﬀective in text searches. The TF–IDF similarity between
two text records r1 and r2 is defined as follows:
#
V (t, r1 )V (t, r2 )
(5.1)
TF–IDF(r1 , r2 ) =
t∈r1 ∩r2
V ′ (t, r)

V (t, r) = "

t′ ∈r V

′ (t′ , r)2

V ′ (t, r) = log(TF(t, r) + 1) log(IDF(t)).
In the above, the IDF term makes the weight of a token inversely
proportional to its frequency in the database and the TF term makes it
proportional to its frequency in the record. Intuitively, this assigns low
scores to frequent tokens (stop-tokens) and high scores to rare tokens.
The basic Top-K search problem with the TF–IDF similarity measure is extensively researched [51, 88, 204, 219] in the information
retrieval and database literature. Thus, a simple mechanism of solving our Batch-Top-K problem is to invoke the basic Top-K algorithm
for each segment in the input sequence. However, since segments have
overlapping tokens there is scope for significant gains by batching their
computations. The state-of-the-art Top-K algorithms are highly optimized to balance the number of tidlist1 fetches with record fetches
via lower and upper bound score estimates. Utilizing these optimizations along with eﬀectively sharing the partial and final results of one
sub-query in the evaluation of another is a challenging problem. Chandel et al. [49] present an algorithm for optimizing such evaluations
and report significant runtime reductions by designing special purpose
index lookups for entity extraction tasks.
1 Tidlist

refers to list of tuple-ids containing a given token. This is analogous to document-id
list in an inverted-word index used in IR applications.
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Optimizations for Patterns of Variable Cost

Patterns that depend only on the surface properties of a text span are
cheaper than patterns that require external resources like match with
a database, or expensive operations like inferring the part of speech
of tokens in the span. In rule-based systems where a rule contains a
conjunction of such patterns, it is possible to use tricks from expensive
predicate evaluation in relational systems to reorder predicates based
on the selectivity and cost estimates of each pattern as suggested in
[179, 190].
In statistical systems where hard predicates are missing, the steps
required to minimize the evaluations of expensive patterns are more
involved. Consider entity extraction based on a log-linear model where
the score of assigning a particular entity label to a text span is a
weighted sum of features of the span, a subset of which are expensive. Chandel et al. [49] show how to minimize the exact evaluations of
the expensive features by exploiting cheap upper and lower bounds on
the values of the expensive features.
In general, both for rule-based and statistical systems an interesting, unexplored problem is to design rules or models which explicitly
account for the cost of evaluating features. The goal during training
then becomes not just accuracy, but also cost minimization during
model deployment. Many techniques exist for cost-based learning in
the ML literature [80, 210, 221], but these have not been deployed on
extraction models.
5.1.4

Optimization Frameworks: Relational Style

Recently, relational engine style frameworks have been proposed for
optimizing the evaluation of rule-based systems for entity and relationship extraction [179, 190]. In rule-based systems, a typical extraction
consists of the following operations:
• Predicates that can be evaluated independently on text
spans.
• Predicates on text spans that depend on expensive database
lookups.
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• Predicates that involve two text spans. Typically, these are
proximity predicates that control the gap between text spans
that form diﬀerent attributes of a single entity. For example,
the title and abstract of a paper should not be separated by
more than 10 words.
These operations can be cast as select and join predicates of varying
costs operating over document streams. The order of evaluation of these
predicates could have a big impact on running time. For example, the
last operation could be viewed as a join over two streams of text spans:
the first that extracts titles and the second that extracts abstracts.
There are three options for evaluating it: find title spans first and then
check if there is an abstract within 10 words to the right, find abstracts
first and check if there is a title 10 words to the left, or independently
find all title and abstract spans and join to retain pairs that satisfy the
distance constraint. The selection of the right order can be cast as a
relational plan selection problem when proper statistics of selectivity
and running time is attached with each predicate as shown in [179, 190].

5.2

Handling Change

In an operational setting where extractors are deployed repeatedly on
changing sources, there is a scope for improving performance by reusing
work from previous extractions on the same page. We discuss the limited work that exists on this topic in Section 5.2.1. A related issue
with dynamic data is detecting when an extraction model, trained or
manually tuned, no longer works on newly evolved pages. This issue
has been addressed in the context of generating wrappers for web
pages [56, 122, 128, 176]. In Section 5.2.2, we discuss one representative work in this area [128].
5.2.1

Incremental Extractions on Changing Sources

An easy optimization, with clear scope for performance boost, is to
run the extractor only on the changed portions of a page, instead of
the entire page. The success of this optimization rests on being able to
eﬃciently detect the regions of the page that have remained unchanged.
This is a well-explored problem and there are standard tools like Unix
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Diﬀ for flat documents. Formatted documents like web pages which follow hierarchical layouts present somewhat diﬀerent issues. These have
been explored in the context of fragment-level caching in [174, 175].
Specially for extraction, Chen et al. [53] evaluate the option of detecting regions of change using Unix diﬀ and suﬃx trees. Their results
show that both these options are comparable in reducing running time
beyond running the extractor afresh.
5.2.2

Detecting When Extractors Fail on Evolving Data

We discuss the method proposed in [128] on detecting when a set of
pages have changed enough to cause an extractor to return incorrect
results. The problem is challenging because we need to detect when the
extractor fails even though the content of the source keeps changing. For
example, consider an extractor for locating product names and price
from an auctioning web site. The only change that we are interested
in flagging is when the pattern used for extracting product names and
price changes, not in any change of the content or layout of the page.
Let S be a set of documents on which an extractor E is known to
produce correct structured data D. Let S ′ be the new version of the
documents. S ′ might not contain necessarily the same set of pages as
S, as some pages might have been deleted, and new pages might be
added. Let D′ be the data extracted by applying E on S ′ .
The first step is to derive from D a set of data characteristics F
that capture certain key generalizable properties of the data. With
the change from S to S ′ , recalculate the characteristics F ′ of D′ . The
extractor E is declared to be wrong when F and F ′ diﬀer drastically.
We first describe how to calculate generalizable characteristics of a
dataset so that we can detect if two datasets D and D′ represent entities
of the same type in spite of diﬀerences in their content. Next, we will
describe how to quantify such diﬀerences.
Defining Characteristic Patterns: The main challenge in capturing a
set of characteristics of D is that at the time we capture these characteristics we do not have any other reference dataset that could be used
as a negative example. Most pattern learning algorithms require both
positive and negative examples. In the absence of negative examples,
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one idea for ensuring generalizability is to ensure that the chosen data
characteristics apply to a large number of instances in the dataset D.
The algorithm, DataProg proposed in [128] captures data characteristics as a set of patterns where a pattern is selected only if its frequency
is statistically significant vis-a-vis frequencies of subsets of the pattern.
Another design decision in DataProg to avoid choosing very specific
patterns is to define patterns over either the beginning or the end of
the data records, instead of the entire record.
We repeat the toy example from [128] to illustrate the kind of patterns that DataProg finds. The dataset D is the list of the following
five street addresses:
4676 Admiralty Way
10924 Pico Boulevard
512 Oak Street
2431 Main Street
5257 Adams Boulevard
and the two patterns that comprise the characterizing set F of D are:
P1 : Number UpperCaseWord Boulevard
P2 : Number UpperCaseWord Street
The patterns P1 and P2 jointly cover four of the five addresses above.
We do not include a pattern such as “Number UpperCaseWord Way”
because that would cover too few addresses in this set and possibly
would not generalize.
The algorithm for finding such patterns follows a top-down pattern
growth procedure and we refer the reader to the paper [128] for its
details.
Detecting Significant Change: Let P1 · · · Pm be m characteristic patterns discovered in the previous section. Let Fi be the total count of
each pattern i in (D, S) and Fi′ be the count in the modified version
(D′ , S ′ ). The distribution represented by Fi′ is said to be statistically
diﬀerent from Fi , if the expected values e′i of counts in (D′ , S ′ ) obtained
by extrapolated from Fi , diﬀers a lot from Fi′ . The expected value
′
e′i = Fi NN , where N ′ is the size of S ′ and N is the size of S. The check
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of whether e′i is diﬀerent enough from Fi′ is performed using the χ2
statistic
m
#
(Fi′ − e′i )2
.
e′i

(5.2)

i=1

The above statistic is reliable only when the m patterns are independent of each other. It is observed in [128] that patterns derived
from both the start and end parts of data performed worse than those
derived from just the starting parts of data because of high correlation
among the two pattern types. Also [128] proposes a number of other
user-defined simple aggregate features derived from the pages S and S ′
instead of restricting to the extracted datasets D and D′ .

5.3

Integration of Extracted Information

As entities and relationships are extracted from the unstructured
source, they need to be integrated with existing databases and with
repeated mentions of the same information in the unstructured source.
The main challenge in this task is deciding if two strings refer to the
same entity in spite of the many noisy variants in which it appears
in the unstructured source. This problem is variously called deduplication, coreference resolution, record linkage and so on and has been
extensively studied in many diﬀerent communities [8, 21, 61, 64, 90,
145, 187, 217].
When data integration is performed on automatically extracted
information, a number of design alternatives arise. Ideally, extraction of
all repeated mentions should be done simultaneously and jointly with
integration with existing sources. However, this increases complexity
and running time. Existing methods of data integration in the context
of extraction can be categorized under three scenarios depending on
the sequence in which the diﬀerent tasks are scheduled.
5.3.1

Decoupled Extractions and Integration

In this case each extraction decision is taken independently of any subsequent data integration steps and independent of the extraction of
other repeated mentions. The task during integration is to decide if
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a given extracted record is the same as any of the existing database
entries, or if it is a new record. This is a basic de-duplication problem
that is solved by reducing to a binary classification problem as follows:
The classifier takes as input a pair of records and outputs a binary
decision of whether the records in the pair are duplicates of each other
or not. The input features to the classifier are string similarity functions
such as cosine similarity, edit distance, Jaccard similarity, and Soundex.
Some of these similarity functions could be domain dependent. For
example, for comparing page numbers in scientific publications, a user
could define a special purpose similarity function that makes “408–11”
look similar to “pp. 408–411.” The classifier could be either a set of
manually defined rules on the similarity functions or an automatically
trained classifier such as a SVM or a decision tree. An example of a
decision tree created on similarity functions defined over various fields
of citation records appears in Figure 5.1.
The integration of an extracted record r happens as follows. For each
entry e in the existing database D, we apply the above classifier on the
pair (r, e) and get a “yes/no” verdict on whether r is a duplicate of e. If
the answer is no for all entries, r is inserted as a new entry. Otherwise, it
is integrated with the best matching entry e. This sequential process can
be sped up considerably through index lookups for eﬃciently finding

YearDifference > 1
All-Ngrams ≤ 0.48
Non-Duplicate

AuthorTitleNgrams ≤ 0.4

Non Duplicate
TitleIsNull < 1

Duplicate

PageMatch ≤ 0.5

Duplicate

AuthorEditDist ≤ 0.8

Duplicate
Non-Duplicate

Duplicate

Fig. 5.1 An example decision tree for resolving if two citation records are duplicates of each
other or not. Each internal node is a similarity function on one or more attributes of the
record.
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only likely matches. For example, an inverted index on the entries in
the database D can be used to eﬃciently retrieve only those records
that contain more than a threshold number of common words with
the extracted record r. Word-based indices may not be adequate when
spelling mistakes are common and the text records are short. In such
cases, an index on the sliding window of q-grams in the text is more
useful. In general, a hybrid of the two approaches might yield the best
results as proposed in [51].
5.3.2

Decoupled Extraction and Collective Integration

Typically when the same entry is extracted from multiple locations,
more accurate integration is possible if all mentions are collectively
grouped into entities instead of integrating one entry at a time. As an
example, consider three records extracted in the order R1, R2, R3.
R1. Alistair MacLean
R2. A Mclean
R3. Alistair Mclean
Before seeing R3, it is unlikely that R1 will be classified as a duplicate
of R2 because the last names of R1 and R2 do not match exactly and
the first name is abbreviated. However, after seeing R3, R2 and R1 start
looking similar because of the transitivity of the duplicate-of relation.
This insight is used to cast the collective integration of multiple records
as a graph partitioning problem as follows:
The nodes of the graph are the records. An edge is drawn between
record pairs ei and ej weighted with a score wij . The sign of the score
denotes if the pair is likely to be a duplicate or a nonduplicate, and
the magnitude denotes the confidence in this outcome. All pairs with
no edges between them are assumed to be connected with a large
negative weight. Such scores can be obtained through a number of
means: hand tuned weighted combination of the similarity between
the record pairs, log probability of the confidence value of a binary
probabilistic classifier such as a logistic regression, scores from a binary
SVM classifier, and so on.
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In joint deduplication, the goal is to harden the scores to consistent
0/1 labels on all edges. A label assignment is consistent if it satisfies
the transitivity of the is-duplicate-of relation. That is, if the output
label on the edge between ei , ej is 1 and between ej , ek is 1, then the
output on ei , ek also has to be 1. Such an output can also be thought
of as a disjoint partitioning of the nodes of the graph such that each
partition denotes a distinct entity. All the edges within a partition are
ones and across partitions are zeros. Our goal is to generate a consistent edge label assignment that minimizes the scores of the positive
edges across partitions and negative edges within partitions. This is
called the Correlation Clustering (CC) problem in [15]. As an example,
consider Figure 5.2 which shows a toy weighted graph, the inconsistent solution obtained by independently classifying each pair, and the
optimal consistent solution. However, for general graphs finding such
optimal solutions is NP-hard. Charikar et al. [50] provide a linear programming (LP) formulation of a relaxed version of the problem. Such
LP based approaches are not likely to be practical because for each of
the cubic triples (ei , ej , ek ) of records, the LP requires a constraint to
enforce transitivity. A practical alternative is to depend on well-known
clustering algorithms, such as bottom-up agglomerative, or top-down
divisive where the criteria for each greedy step is modified to be the
reduction of the correlation clustering objective as shown in [54].
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Fig. 5.2 An example of correlation clustering. The leftmost figure is the starting weighted
graphs. The middle graph shows an inconsistent partitioning obtained by retaining only the
positive edges. The rightmost graph is the optimal consistent partitioning.
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Collective Multi-attribute Integration: When the information
extracted spans multiple columns, instead of a single column, collective integration can have even a greater impact. Consider the four
citation records below (from [161]).
Id
b1
b2
b3
b4

Title
Record Linkage using CRFs
Record Linkage using CRFs
Learning Boolean Formulas
Learning of Boolean Expressions

Author
Linda Stewart
Linda Stewart
Bill Johnson
William Johnson

Venue
KDD-2003
9th SIGKDD
KDD-2003
9th SIGKDD

The similarity between b1 and b2 could be easy to establish
because of the high similarity of the title and author fields. This in
turn forces the venues “KDD-2003”, “9th SIGKDD” to be called
duplicates even though intrinsic textual similarity is not too high.
These same venue names are shared between b3 and b4 and now it
might be easy to call b3 and b4 duplicates in spite of not such high
textual similarity between the author and title fields. In fact, such an
iterative scheme can be shown to provably converge to the optimal
decisions about pairs being duplicates of each other. Alternately, the
best pairwise labeling of attributes and record pairs being duplicates
or not can be found eﬃciently using a minimum cut-based algorithm
as discussed in [194]. However, the optimal pairwise decisions may not
satisfy transitivity. So, a second step is needed to convert the pairwise
decisions obtained here to consistent decisions that correspond to an
entity-level partitioning of the data.
5.3.3

Coupled Extraction and Integration

When extraction is performed in the presence of a large database
of existing entities, we already discussed how to improve extraction
accuracy by adding features such as the maximum similarity of a
text segment to the existing entities. When our goal is also to resolve
which of the existing entities is the same as the entity extracted, a
question that arises is if performing the two steps jointly instead of
independently can improve accuracy. We believe that there is little to
be gained out of joint extraction and integration when the database
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is not guaranteed to be complete, and when we are extracting single
entities at a time. In contrast, when extracting records or multi-way
relationships consisting of multiple entity subtypes, it is possible to
boost accuracy by coupling the two steps. Consider, an example string:
“In his foreword to Transaction Processing Concepts and Techniques, Bruce Lindsay”
Suppose we have an existing Books database consisting of the following three tables:
• Book names where one of the entries is “Transaction Processing: Concepts and Techniques.”
• People names consisting of entries like “A. Reuters”,
“J. Gray”, “B. Lindsay”, “D Knuth”, and so on.
• Authors table linking the book titles with the people who
wrote them.
If we try to independently extract and integrate, it is quite likely
that the string “Transaction Processing: Concepts and Techniques”
will be extracted as a book title because of the strong similarity to the
entry in the booknames table. Similarly, “Bruce Lindsay” is likely to
be extracted as the author because the string “Bruce Lindsay” matches
an entry in the people names tables and because of its placement next
to the string marked as book title. After the extraction, when we try
to integrate the results with the database entries we will fail because of
inconsistency with the existing author names in the database. In contrast, combined extraction and integration will avoid the error during
extraction itself. However, modifying the inference algorithms used for
extraction to handle such database imposed constraints raises new challenges. We refer the readers to [151, 217], and [138] for three diﬀerent
mechanisms in which such constraints are handled.

5.4

Imprecision of Extraction

Errors in extractions are inevitable, particularly in open domain
unstructured sources where it is impossible to foresee all diﬀerent
patterns of noise. In many cases users of automatically extracted
databases have come to live with erroneous outputs. For example, users
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of automatically curated citation databases such as the Google Scholar
and Citeseer, are aware that a Bibtex entry on these sites is to be
trusted less than that obtained from manually curated web sites such
as the ACM Digital library. The automatically extracted databases still
serve their role in terms of providing a more comprehensive, but by no
means error-free, list of forward citations.
As the scope of extraction based systems expands to business critical situations, there is increasing research interest in more formally
capturing the errors of extraction as an imprecise data model so that
the answers of queries can be associated with correctness indicators.
Many imprecise data models are being actively explored in the database
research community. A top-level characterization is based on whether
imprecision is represented quantitatively as a probability distribution,
or not. In the probabilistic approach each possible world has a probability value associated with it, whereas in a nonprobabilistic approach
there is a hard notion of whether a particular combination of values
is possible. Such constraints are often provided as logical predicates
attached to rows, columns, or entire tables in the database. We will
consider the probabilistic approach for the rest of the discussion.
We concentrate on the problem of how to populate a probabilistic
database so as to faithfully represent the uncertainty of extraction. We
consider only simple models based on row and column uncertainties
because the cost of query processing on more complicated probabilistic
models could get prohibitively high. We give an overview of existing
work under three diﬀerent scenarios.
5.4.1

Confidence Values for Single Extractions

Consider the simplest setting where we are performing independent
extractions of some structured entity, say list of Protein names, or
book titles. We can represent the imprecision of this extraction in one
of two possible ways. The first is to associate each extracted information
with a probability value. The second method extends the first approach
to output multiple possible extractions instead of a single extraction.
For a given source string, the sum of the probability of the diﬀerent
possibilities is one. For example, the output of an extraction of book
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titles from sentences could look like this:
Id
1
1
1

Title
Last Theorem
Fermat’s Last Theorem
The Fermat’s Last Theorem

Pr
0.5
0.3
0.2

2
2

“Transaction Processing: Concepts and Techniques”
Transaction Processing

0.95
0.05

The above example shows that the first option of keeping only the
highest scoring extraction would miss the second correct extraction
from the first source.
Surprisingly, it is very diﬃcult to get such probability estimates
from typical extraction models. The reason is that the probability values convey more than just vague notions of correctness. There is a
specific interpretation of the probability estimates with regard to what
they tell us about the correctness of the results. Suppose, we have
a ground truth database using which we can find out which of the
extractions are correct and which are wrong. If the probability estimates are sound, then we expect that roughly p fraction of the entries
marked with probabilities between p − ϵ and p + ϵ are correct. Many
well-known entity recognition methods such as rules, decision trees,
statistical classifiers such as SVMs, and naive Bayes classifiers, while
adequate for outputting a single most preferred entity, fail badly when
used to associate confidence values with their outputs.
A study that compared diﬀerent classifiers on the goodness of the
confidence scores that they output is reported in [158]. A useful visual
tool to measure the soundness of the probabilities output by a classifier
is a reliability plot. The X-axis of a reliability plot are binned probabilities output by a classifier and the Y -axis is the fraction of test instances
in that probability bin whose predictions are correct. Two examples
of reliability plots for extractions using a CRF-based extractor (Section 3.1.2) are shown in Figure 5.3. The closer the bin heights are to the
45 degree line, the better calibrated are the probability estimates of the
classifier. The study concluded that popular methods such as decision
tree classifiers, naive Bayes classifiers, and, SVMs provide really poor

1

Precision of top segmentation

Precision of top segmentation
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Fig. 5.3 Reliability plots for two datasets. The diagonal line denotes the ideal ending points
of the bars.

probability values. In contrast, classifiers like logistic regressions and
neural networks provide very sound estimates. CRFs are a generalization of logistic regression classifiers, and HMMs are a generalization of
naive Bayes classifiers. So, we expect similar conclusions to hold for the
relative performance of these two entity extraction models.
It is easy to extend sequence models like CRFs to return a set of
k highest probability extractions instead of a single most likely extraction. We only need to change the Viterbi algorithm discussed in Section 3.5.1 to maintain top-k highest scoring solution at each position.
Uncertainty management in rule-based models is more diﬃcult than
for statistical models that are rooted in probabilistic modeling to start
with. Many rule-learning systems associate each rule with a precision
value that indicates for all firings of the rule condition, the fraction
of cases where the action associated with the rule is correct. However,
there is little principled work on obtaining sound probabilities when an
extraction is due to the combined application of many rules, or when
the firings of multiple rules overlap. Even for a single rule, obtaining
confidence estimates is not easy as evidenced by the poor performance
of decision tree classifiers in the evaluation conducted in [158].
5.4.2

Multi-attribute Extractions

We now consider the case where we are extracting multiple attributes of
an entity from a single source string. Examples include the extraction of
fields like House number, Area, City, and Zipcode from address strings
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and the extraction of model name, make, number of doors and price
from car sales ads. Unlike in the previous case we cannot assume that
the diﬀerent attributes extracted are independent of each other.
Assume that the results of these extractions are stored as multiple
columns of a single database table. A simple extension of the previous
multi-row imprecision model is to maintain with each row a probability
value exactly as in the single column case. An example for the case of
address strings is given below where we show four possible extractions
of the fields of an address from the string “52-A Goregaon West Mumbai
400 076.” Again, these four rows together provide a more informative
summary of the imprecision in the data than possible with the highest
probability row alone.
Id
1
1
1
1

House no
52
52-A
52-A
52

Area
Goregaon West
Goregaon
Goregaon West
Goregaon

City
Mumbai
West Mumbai
Mumbai
West Mumbai

Pincode
400 062
400 062
400 062
400 062

Prob
0.1
0.2
0.5
0.2

However, for multi-attribute data, another possible method of representing uncertainty is through a probability distribution attached to
each column. An example is shown below:
Id
1

House no
52 (0.3)
52-A (0.7)

Area
Goregaon
West (0.6)
Goregaon (0.4)

City
Mumbai (0.6)
West Mumbai
(0.4)

Pincode
400 062
(1.0)

In the above, each column stores a distribution of the possible values
that it can take. The probability of any specific combination of values
is obtained by multiplying the probability of the corresponding values
from each column. This representation is more compact than explicitly
storing the probability for each possible combination at the row-level.
However, a downside of the method is that it may not faithfully capture
the probabilities of the original extraction output. [102] proposes a
hybrid method of keeping both row and column level distributions and
an example is shown below.
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Id
1
1

House no
52 (0.167)
52-A (0.833)
52 (0.5)
52-A (0.5)

Area
Goregaon
West (1.0)
Goregaon (1.0)

City
Mumbai (1.0)
West
Mumbai (1.0)

Pincode
400 062
(1.0)
400 062
(1.0)
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Prob
0.6
0.4

The creation of such imprecise models is however not easy. For the
specific case of a CRF model, [102] presents algorithms for obtaining
the best model for each unstructured source. Since the details of the
steps are specific to CRFs we do not present the method here. An interesting future work is creating such hybrid models from other baseline
extraction models.
5.4.3

Multiple Redundant Extractions

When the same information is extracted from multiple sources, there is
a need to reason about the resultant uncertainty out of a data integration phase following an extraction phase. Consider the simple case of
extracting single attribute entities from multiple independent sources.
Also, for the sake of simplicity, assume that each extraction generates
a single most likely output with a probability denoting its confidence.
As an example, consider the table of extractions below:
Id
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Title
Last Theorem
“Transaction Processing: Concepts and Techniques”
Transaction Processing
Fermat’s Last Theorem
The Fermat’s Last Theorem
Transaction Processing: Concepts and Techniques
Transaction Processing Concepts and Techniques
Fermat’s Last Theorem
Fermat’s Last Theorem

Pr
0.5
0.95
0.4
0.3
0.5
1.0
1.0
0.9
0.8

There are two kinds of uncertainties in the above table: First is the
single source extraction uncertainty indicated by the probabilities in
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each row. Second, we have co-reference uncertainty between every pair
of strings of whether they refer to the same entity or not (not quantified
in the table). Including both these sources of uncertainties into a single
uncertainty value is a challenging problem. Existing work addresses one
of the following two settings:
(1) Assume only extraction uncertainty and ignore co-reference
uncertainty by assuming that an exact method exists for
resolving if two strings are the same.
(2) Assume there is only co-reference uncertainty and each string
has no uncertainty attached to it referring to an entity.
We will discuss only the first kind of uncertainty and refer the reader
to [145, 162] for uncertainty models for the second setting. We present
three diﬀerent methods of combining evidence from multiple extractions into a single uncertainty value.
The Noisy-OR Model : Consider the case where for a given extracted
string x we have n repetitions, and the probabilities attached with the
n extractions are p1 , . . . , pn . Our goal is to convert this into a single
probability value p of x being a correct instance of the entity type y.
One simple approach is to assume that each extraction is an independent event. Then the probability that x is of type y is equal to the
probability that at least one of the extractions is correct. This is called
the noisy-OR model and is given by
p=1−

n
!
(1 − pi ).

(5.3)

i=1

Thus, in our example table, the probability that the string “Fermat’s
Last Theorem” that appears thrice with probability 0.8, 0.9, and 0.3 is
a book title is calculated as 1 − 0.2 × 0.1 × 0.7 = 0.986 — a very high
probability indeed.
A shortcoming of the noisy-OR model is that the assumption that
diﬀerent extractions are independent of each other often does not hold
in practice. To see an extreme case where the noisy-OR model can give
nonintuitive results, consider the case where we have 100 extractions of
a string each with a confidence of 0.1. The combined probability in this
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case is very close to 1, but if all 100 extractions were due to the same
incorrect pattern then it is quite likely that the pattern is wrong given
the individual confidence value of 0.1. The soft-OR function is another
proposed method that chooses the overall precision as the maximum of
any of the existing precision.
n

p = max pi .
i=1

(5.4)

In this example, soft-OR will return a confidence of 0.1. However, it
seems rather pessimistic to stick to a confidence value of 0.1 given 100
occurrences of the string.
We next discuss more sophisticated models that reward repetitions
without assuming independence. These models assume that there are
multiple patterns that can generate an entity. Let M1 , . . . , Mk denote
these patterns. For example, in a rule learning system the patterns
could correspond to the diﬀerent rules whose action lead to the extraction of an entity of a given type y. Each extraction is associated with
the pattern that generated it. Thus, for a given string x we can calculate
counts n1 , . . . , nK of the number of times x was extracted using pattern
M1 , . . . , MK , respectively. For this part, we ignore the confidence values attached with individual extractions. Our goal is to use the counts
n1 , . . . nK to estimate for a given string x the probability that it is
indeed an instance of type y. That is, we want, Pr(x ∈ y|n1 , . . . , nK ).
Two category of methods have been proposed for this. We first
present an easy to implement method applicable for the case where
we have labeled data. Later we present a more complicated generative
method that does not necessarily require labeled data.
Conditional Probability Models from Labeled Data: This approach
based on labeled data does not make any assumption about the independence of the diﬀerent patterns. Instead, it directly learns the conditional probability Pr(y|n1 , . . . , nK ) using well-known methods such as
logistic classifiers as follows:
Pr(y|n1 , . . . , nK ) =

1
"K
1 + exp( i=1 wi ni + b)

(5.5)

the parameters w1 · · · wK , b are estimated using labeled data in an oﬄine
training phase.
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Generative Models for Unlabeled Data: The second method taken
from [82] is more involved and can be skipped on first reading.
Consider the case of first a single pattern M1 . Let n1j denote the
total number of times string xj is extracted using M1 . Therefore, the
"
total number of times pattern M1 fired over all strings is j n1j = n1 .
Assume we have a distribution function for each class y, Pr(f |y) that
gives the probability that x appears in fraction f of the total cases n1 .
We can then use Bayes rule to estimate Pr(y|n1j ) as
"
n1j (1 − f )n1 −n1j Pr(f |y) Pr(y)
f C(n1 , n1j )f
"
Pr(y|n1j ) = "
n1j (1 − f )n1 −n1j Pr(f |y) Pr(y) .
y=0,1
f C(n1 , n1j )f
(5.6)
In the above equation, the outer summation goes over all possible values
f of the probability of getting x from pattern M1 . The unknown terms
in the above are Pr(f |y) and Pr(y). Before we discuss how these are
estimated, let us generalize to the case of multiple patterns.
A straightforward generalization is to assume that we have a joint
distribution over the full space of the fractional occurrence of each
string in each pattern. Thus, if we had a full distribution Pr(f1 · · · fK |y)
we could generalize the above equation to estimate the joint distribution
Pr(y|n1j · · · nKj ) as:
"

)K

nij
ni −nij Pr(f · · · f |y) Pr(y)
1
K
i=1 C(ni , nij )fi (1 − fi )
.
"
"
)K
nij
n
−n
i
ij Pr(f · · · f |y) Pr(y)
1
K
i=1 C(ni , nij )fi (1 − fi )
y=0,1
f1 ,...,fK
f1 ,...,fK

(5.7)

However, it is diﬃcult to estimate the joint distribution. Downey
et al. [82] simplifies the space in the following way. For the case when
y = 1, create a discrete distribution as follows. Assume there are C distinct strings of type y numbered arbitrarily from 1 to C. The jth string
has probability fij in pattern i and is given by a Zipfian distribution as:
j −zC
fij = pi " −z ,
C
kk

where pi is a user-provided term denoting the precision of pattern Mi ,
zc is a parameter that is estimated.
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Similarly, for the case of y = 0, that is all the wrong strings, assume
there are a total E of them and a diﬀerent parameter zE . Using this we
get a diﬀerent set of E fractions calculated for diﬀerent values of j as
j −zE
gij = (1 − pi ) " −z .
E
kk

With these values calculated, the joint probability is calculated as
follows: Pr(v1 · · · vK |y = 1) = C1 if there exists an index j for which vi =
fij . If no such index exists the probability is zero. Pr(v1 · · · vK |y = 0) =
1
E if for each pattern i, we have an index position ki such that vi =
giki . Note for the case of y = 1 we assume that the probabilities are
correlated in the sense that there exists a shared ordering of the strings
across the diﬀerent patterns. This captures the intuition that strings
which have high probability of occurrence in one pattern will also have
high probability of occurrence in another. In contrast, for the case of
y = 0 we do not make any such assumption. The values of zC , zE ,
C, and E are calculated using an expectation minimization procedure
where the hidden variable denotes if a particular string is an instance
of y or not.
5.4.4

Other Techniques for Managing Extraction Errors

There are many other dimensions to the handling of imprecision in
extraction systems that we have not discussed here. One important
issue is querying the results of uncertain extractions. The approach in
this discussion have been to represent extraction uncertainty in terms
of generic imprecision models, and then leverage on the active research
on eﬃcient querying of uncertain data [28, 55, 75, 183] for getting
probabilistic answers. However, since automatically extracted data is
most popular in decision support systems, models and algorithms for
answering multidimensional aggregate queries on such imprecise data
is a popular research problem on its own right. We refer the reader to
[34, 35] for existing work in this direction. Another practical solution to
the problem of uncertain extractions is to provide provenance support
in databases created out of the results of extractions. This can enable
a user to track down erroneous results or missed extractions as shown
in [107]. Other issues that we have not discussed here are: modeling
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the reliability of the unstructured source, capturing the dependence
of current extraction on the outputs of previous imprecise extractions,
and managing uncertainties with evolving data.
Overall, existing methods for the management of imprecision in
information extraction is still at a preliminary stage. Substantially more
experience is needed before we understand imprecision in a way that we
can create reliable models that are useful without being unmanageably
complex.

6
Concluding Remarks

Many applications depend on the automatic extraction of structure
from unstructured data for better means of querying, organizing, and
analyzing data connecting the structured and unstructured world.
Starting from research in the natural language community on basic
named entity recognition systems, the topic now engages a veritable community of researchers spanning machine learning, databases,
web, and information retrieval. A lot of work now exists on various
aspects of the information extraction problem including core statistical and rule-based models, frameworks and architectures for managing
the extraction pipelines, performance optimization, uncertainty management, and so on.
In the first part of the survey, we concentrated on core models for
the extraction of entities and relationships via rule-based and statistical models. We presented diﬀerent forms of rules for entity extraction and for resolving conflicts when multiple rules fire on overlapping
tokens. Most often rule-based systems are manually coded but there
also exist eﬃcient methods for learning rules from labeled data. When
labeled data is available, such rule-learning algorithms provide a valuable starting set of rules for manual tuning later. Statistical methods
359
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are more useful when the input sources are noisy so that hard predicates of rule-based extractors hurt. We described Conditional Random
Fields, a state-of-the-art method for entity recognition that imposes a
joint distribution over the sequence of entity labels assigned to a given
sequence of tokens. Although the details of training and inference on
statistical models are somewhat involved for someone outside the field
of statistical machine learning, the models are easy to deploy and customize due to their fairly nonrestrictive feature based framework.
On the topic of relationship extraction we considered two scenarios:
one where entities are already annotated in the corpus and our goal is
to classify the type of relationship that exists between a given entity
pair, and second where for a given relationship type we need to retrieve
all instances of entity pairs from an un-annotated corpus given only a
seed set of pairs that exhibit that relationship. For the first problem, we
presented diﬀerent methods of combining clues from intervening words
and their properties, parse trees, and dependency graphs to perform
the classification. The solution for the second problem builds upon
the first and the two additional challenges: training models based on
only a seed database, and designing filter queries to retrieve only the
relevant portions of a large corpus. We discussed existing methods for
solving these problems, but compared to entity extraction, the problem
of relationship extraction from open domains is still at a preliminary
stage of exploration. More extensive study from a larger community of
researchers is needed to get consensus on sound ideas that generalize.
We then discussed existing work on a number of practical issues
like performance optimization, dynamic data management, uncertainty
handling, and data integration.
In spite of more than two decades of research on designing models
for extraction, accuracy continues to be of prime concern. While for
basic named entities, it is possible to achieve close to 90% accuracy
with state-of-the-art extraction models, for relationship extraction the
accuracy is in the neighborhood of 70% even in restricted domains such
as news articles. More complex types of extractions such as, extraction
of long entities, soft attributes of entities, and higher order structures,
are only starting to be explored. Although there are many existing systems that use information extraction in a core way, published research
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literature providing principled solutions to many of the practical issues
arising in the management of extraction systems are only starting
to appear. The time is ripe now for lot more exciting and useful
work in practical large-scale deployments of information extraction
systems.
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